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This research explores the adoption of policy innova-

tions by municipalities. It is unique in that, unlike the

bulk of the recent work in innovation, it is a study of new

policies rather than new technologies. The research is fu-

eled by a central question: in terms of adopting new policies,

why are some cities more innovative than other cities?

An innovation is defined as a new policy that has ex-

perienced limited diffusion throughout the population of

interest. It represents nonincremental change.

The dissertation pursues a theoretical issue that is

wracking the study of innovation--the designation of the ap-

propriate orientation to the subject. One explanation looks

to characteristics in the community environm.ent , such as

accelerated population growth rates, as spurs to innovation.

An alternative orientation focuses upon information ex-

changes among cities, suggesting that as information about



the innovation diffuses, adoption is more likely, A third

explanation centers upon the attributes of the innovative

item itself as the determining factors in its adoption.

In this study, these somewhat disparate approaches are

blended into a more comprehensive model of innovation. The

results demonstrate the utility in this revisionist orienta-

tion to innovation.

Florida cities with populations of 25,000 or greater

serve as the units of analysis. Composite innovation scores

are calculated for each of the 38 cities. The scores are

derived from three prevalent conceptions of innovation: a

dichotoraous adoption-nonadoption score, a measure weighted

according to the frequency of adoptions, and a time elapsed

computation. These scores are standardized into composite

innovation indicators for the cities.

The measures are based on 46 new policies that appeared

on the Florida municipal scene in the 1970s. The policies,

which belong to a single typological category labeled "ameni-

ties," deal V7ith the quality of life in the cities. A panel

of experts, knowledgeable about Florida cities, aided in the

compilation of the list of innovations.

The results of the research attest to the complexity

in innovation. The complexity is manifested in variability

in the findings.

The three common but competing conceptions of innova-

tion produce highly correlated scores for the cities. Desig-

nation of substantive policy clusters within the amenity

category reveals fluctuating innovation scores for the



clusters. Innovativeness is not constant across policy

clusters

.

Specific variables from the community environment and

the political system, e.g., city size and expenditures for

common municipal functions, can be linked with innovation.

For the most part, hov\?ever, identification of determinants of

policy innovation is highly variable. For example, the in-

dicator of liberalism is negatively correlated with environ-

mental innovation, but it is positively associated with civil

rights policies. This pattern of variability continues when

the innovations are disaggregated into individual policies.

The S-shaped curve as an explanation of innovation dif-

fusion over time appears to have limited utility for policy

innovation. Diffusion patterns dem.onstrate that information

exchange is based more upon contagion than hierarchy, that is,

cities look to neighborning communities for cues rather than

to a lead city. There is great variation among cities in

reliance upon external search behavior as a problem solving

mode.

Key attributes that can be associated with innovation

decisions revolve around the policy's compatibility, rele-

vance, and political risk. Clearly the politics of the

adoption process are vital to understanding municipal policy

innovation.

A speculative note emerging from this research is the

likelihood of a link between innovation and political viabil-

ity. It is intimated that to remain viable political enti-

ties, cities will exhibit an increased reliance on innovation.

vii



CHAPTER I

ISSUES IN INNOVATION

Introduction and Caveats

Cities can no longer afford to bask comfortably in a

reactive pose. The challenges of postmodern society, e.g.,

counterurbanization , demands for social equity, environ-

mental activism, increased leisure time, are forcing cities

to strike an anticipatory stance. Located at a point along

the continuum stretching from reaction to anticipation is

innovation. A city that has not yet developed the capacity

to anticipate may at least transcend mere coping behavior

by expanding its propensity to innovate— to adopt new solu-

tions to problems. Innovation is the vehicle through which

the city places the weight of its authority behind ex-

perimentation rather than entrenchment. (Entrenchment may

take the form of ingrained decision selections or avoidance

of the issue.) The innovative city tends toward anticipa-

tion more so than does a noninnovative city.

Therefore, a study of municipal policy innovation will

provide an indication of whether cities are nearing assump-

tion of an anticipatory stance. Too, it may offer implica-

tions as to the viability of cities as units of government

in the American political system. The implicit threat is

that their failure to innovate will trigger usurpation of



their functions by other entities, perhaps councils of

government, or states. Another potential result might be

a resurgence of innovation propagated by the federal

government

.

The tacit assumption in granting home rule to Florida

cities was that cities had the desire and the capacity to

solve their own problems--that they were repositories of

innovation. The grant of home rule implied a confidence in

city decision making. A determination as to whether this

confidence was misplaced will be a by-product of this

research.

First and foremost, this is a study of innovation.

More specifically, the research explores the adoption of

policy innovations by municipalities. Of interest are poli-

cy innovations that can be labeled "amenities," that is,

policies dealing with the quality of life in the cities

(VJilliams and Adrian, 1963) . Delineation of the determi-

nants of these innovative activities is the goal of the

study. The research is fueled by this central question:

In terms of adopting amenity policies, why are some cities

more innovative than other cities?

Undertaking a study of innovation is best done

cautiously. Examination of the conceptual issues involved

in innovation research has revealed a lack of integrative

theory. The results of empirical studies have been described

as "impressively large in volume and small in meaning"



(Downs and Mohr, 1975:2). Their argument continues in a

similarly critical vein:

Perhaps the most alarming characteristic
of the body of empirical results on innova-
tion is what we will refer to repeatedly
as 'instability'. By this we mean that
factors found to be important for innovation
in one study are found to be considerably
less important, or not important at all, or
even important in the reverse direction, in
another study. Not only does this phenome-
non occur, but it occurs with relentless
regularity. (Downs and Mohr, 1975:3)

Becker and V-Jhisler (1967) discover the merest shred of

commonality among writers on innovation--agreement on the

nature of the innovation process. "Something internal or

external provides a stimulus, an individual conceives a

proposal for innovative action, he makes his proposal to

fellow members of the organization, and a political process

ensues which results in either adoption or rejection of the

proposal" (1967:467). Their subsequent comments hit upon

the theoretical abyss in innovation research and the re-

sultant confusion in the usage of the term "innovation."

Despite the plethora of research on the topic, the

suggestion is that "the study of innovation may be too

hopelessly complex to be productive" (Downs and Mohr,

1975:2). Thus an initial task of this study, after explor-

ing the varied foci of economists, sociologists, and geog-

raphers, is to thread through the morass of innovation

literature and identify the pertinent conceptual issues

from which to pursue the research question of interest.



Organization by discipline has utility in that, to a large

extent, discipline predetermines orientation to the sub-

ject. Review of the work of political scientists, plus

explication of particularly germane pieces of research, is

taken up subsequent to the isolation of relevant conceptual

issues. It is the foundation provided by these precursors

that is chipped away and reshaped into the theoretical

model presented in Chapter II.

Contributions of the Disciplines

Warner (1974) and Downs (1976) have evaluated the

varied contributions of economists and sociologists to the

body of innovation knowledge. Warner (1974:435) notes:

. . . economists have a good general under-
standing of the roles of profitability,
size of required investment, uncertainty
and risk aversion, the spread of informa-
tion and new knowledge (and thus learning)

,

and other economic factors in the processes
of diffusion of a certain class of success-
ful innovations: namely, basically unchang-
ing innovations (or, more accurately, inno-
vations treated as such analytically) v;hich
replace similar but less efficient inputs in
a production process or outputs in an
industry's product mix, assuming a con-
ventional market profit orientation.

From his search of the literature, VJarner concludes

that empirical research by economists tends toward support

of these hypotheses:

(1) The diffusion pattern follows an S-shaped curve

of experimentation, feedback, and imitation.



(2) The rate of imitation increases the greater the

profitability of the innovation and the smaller the required

investment.

(3) As usage of an innovative item or technique grows

within the firm, increased efficiency results.

(4) Impacting upon the economic factors influencing

diffusion are various untested noneconomic factors.

Downs (1976) finds that approach of the economists— the

focus on economic variables such as profitability and size

of investment--of little utility in constructing a theory

of the determinants of public sector innovation. He sug-

gests that Warner's chances of finding an analog to

profitability in the public sector are remote and poten-

tially injurious to theory development. Attempts to define

"true worth" and ultimately to measure it in the public

2sector are complicated.

Sociologists have tended to emphasize organizational

design, especially structural variables, in their approach

to the study of innovation. Downs (1976) observes that this

emphasis has had these effects:

(1) A preoccupation with the factors that facilitate

adoption of innovation rather than the characteristics that

motivate adoption, such as microincentives or decision rules,

(2) A tendency to avoid organizational variables that

are innovation specific.

(3) A concentration on the internal attributes of the

organization while ignoring the impact of organizational

environments in influencing the adoption of innovations.



A subset of sociologists, in investigating the social

psychological characteristics of innovators, found that

educational status, achievement motivation, venturesomeness

,

sociableness , and cosmopoliteness , among others, are

associated with innovation. The bulk of this work has

focused on the individual farmer's decision to adopt agri-

cultural innovations.

Downs concludes that the sociological tradition offers

little in the way of an integrative theory of innovation

but does contribute a limited analytic superstructure and a

smattering of potentially significant variables. Warner

is in agreement with Downs.

The sociological literature is rich in pre-
cisely those areas where the economic litera-
ture is poor--for example, examination of
the personal traits and characteristics of
innovators and imitators, and detailed
investigation of the communication channels
through which information and new knowledge
diffuse to potential adopters. In addition,
sociologists have suggested and studied
significant characteristics of innovations
as perceived by potential adopters.
(VJarner, 1974:439,44 0)

Warner attacks the disciplinary parochialism rampant in

diffusion research.

The potential complementarity of the two
approaches [economists and sociologists]
is clear, but the divergent perspectives
and variables and the virtual isolation
of the disciplines from one another has
thus far failed to produce meaningful
assimilation of the ideas of the one
into the thinking of the other.
(Warner, 1974:440)



Geographers too have contributed to the body of in-

novation literature, primarily focusing on the diffusion

aspect. The empirical work is grounded in a theoretical

base that conceives of diffusion in an information flow con-

text (Hagerstrand , 1967). Potential adopters exhibit search

behavior which is facilitated through a communication

network.

A more recent trend discernible in the geographical

literature is attention to the role of diffusion agencies

(Brown, 1975). Diffusion agencies function as propagators

in sponsoring or encouraging innovation. The structure of

the diffusion agency can be singular or polynuclear. The

federal government's part in sponsoring innovation has been

a subject of continuing interest (Agnew et al., 1978).

The approach favored by geographers is useful for

pursuing innovative behavior that occurs in a period of

rapidly accelerating adoption. It is of little utility in

explaining pioneer adoption decisions--those that take

place without information exchange.

Reflection makes clear that each of the disciplines

discussed approaches the subject of innovation from a unique

perspective. Each has latched onto a segment of the innova-

tion phenomenon. It is no wonder that the results, while

they might intersect at specific points, rarely coalesce.



Conceptual Issues

One common theme emerging from the disciplinary ex-

cursion is the existence of unresolved issues in innovation

research. The work of Warner (1974) and Downs and Mohr

(1975) highlights the obfuscatory conceptual issues. Warner

(1974) identifies the following issues as noteworthy:

(1) A definitional deficiency exists contributing to

the absence of a common operationalization of innovation.

This condition impairs comparability of innovation research.

(2) Excessive myopia occurs in the various disciplines

in their use of innovations that are compatible with their

preordained perspectives and methodologies. Thus there is

avoidance of conceptual challenges that do not fit their

orientation

.

(3) There are problems in determining the adoption

unit appropriate for study.

(4) No mechanism exists for determining whether adjust-

ments and alterations in the original innovation are simply

modifications or actually new innovations themselves.

(5) There has been no clear understanding of the im-

pact the origins of the innovation have on its diffusion

experience.

Warner's solution for dealing with these conceptual

deficiencies is to suggest theory building upon an empirical

base, or, as he expresses it, "empirical research will flesh

out the theoretical skeleton" (1974:449). Despite Warner's

critical assessment of the state of the art in diffusion



research, he remains optimistic about its potential, once

attempts are made at resolution of the problems.

Downs and Mohr (1975:3) suggest that the "instability

[in innovation research] results from a lack of clarity on

several conceptual issues." The flawed issues include:

variation in primary attributes, differing operationaliza-

tions of "innovation," and ecological inferences. This

list, although it echoes Warner to a slight degree, possesses

a broader orientation to the subject and justifies extended

discussion

.

Regarding the first problem, the essential complaint

is the blurring of the distinction between primary and

secondary attributes of an innovation. For example, if cost

is a primary attribute, then all potential adopters would

assign the innovation to the same cost category, be it high,

medium, or low. Thus only negligible variation in cate-

gorizing the innovation according to cost occurs. A

secondary attribute, on the other hand, experiences dispute

over its categorization, that is, adopting entities are

likely to place it in different categories--to one city the

innovation is routine, to another it's radical.

Cost and communicability are suggested as possible

primary attributes, while an innovation's compatibility and

profitability are secondary attributes. The existence of

differences among innovations in their primary attributes

helps to explain some of the instability of innovation re-

search. "For example, some findings of research into the
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determinants of a low-cost innovation are generalizable

only to other low-cost innovations" (Downs and Mohr, 1975:

10) . To alleviate this difficulty, they suggest construc-

tion of a matrix formed by the dimensions of the primary

attributes and exploration of cellular occurrences and

relationships

.

Another contributor to the instability in findings is

the variation in measuring innovation. Different theoreti-

cal perspectives tend to perpetuate the lack of a generally

acceptable measurement. Downs and Mohr point out three

popular operationalizations of innovation:

(1) the adoption/nonadoption measure (has the innova-

tion been adopted or not?)

(2) a time based score (how long has the innovation

been in use?)

(3) a commitment score (to what degree has the in-

novation been implemented?)

It is their belief that the operationalizations "are tapping

different aspects of innovation" (1975:19).

A third conceptual difficulty considered by Downs and

Mohr revolves around the single innovation versus the mul-

tiple innovation design. They argue that the anticipated

improvement in reliability and generalizability afforded by

the multiple innovation design is diminished by problems of

aggregation bias. Consideration of secondary attributes

(variables whose values differ according to the particular

innovation) is generally ignored as researchers focus on the

more resolvable primary attributes.
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As a means of extrication from these conceptual dif-

ficulties, Downs and Mohr posit the "innovation-decision

design." In this scheme, the unit of analysis is no longer

the adopting entity or the innovation itself but rather the

adopting entity in relation to the innovation. Downs and

Mohr (1975:31) explain:

If we were studying the adoption of ten in-
novations by 100 organizations, we would be
working with a sample of 1000. This design
eliminates any confusion which might stem
from volatile secondary attributes. It would
no longer seem inappropriate to assign or-
ganization A one set of scores with respect
to its perceived profit, level of centraliza-
tion or formalization, etc. in connection
with innovation alpha and another set of
scores for these same dimensions in connec-
tion (with) innovation beta. The organiza-
tion's scores on primary attributes like
size and wealth would, of course, simply
remain constant across the set of innovations,

They continue

A beneficial spillover of employing the
innovation-decision design is that it serves
to remind us of the dangers of thinking in
terms of something called the organization--
a reification with constant properties, whose
probability of adoption will therefore never
change, regardless of the kind of innovation
it considers. Rather, it focuses our atten-
tion on the shifting incentives and constraints
that are relevant to the decision to innovate.
(1975:32)

Downs and Mohr are critical of innovation designs that

feature a predetermined list of innovations that has sprung

3full blown from the researcher. The adopting entity may

have adopted other innovations not on the list, but its
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4score will not reflect it. Similarly, the adopting entity

may have rejected adoption of certain of the listed innova-

tions because it had no need for them; however, the entity

5IS still tagcjed noninnovative . Downs and Mohr consider

these drawbacks inherent in the multiple innovation design.

Addressing the Conceptual I ssues

The initial conceptual issue to be addressed is the

usage of the term "innovation." Zaltman et al. (1973:7-8)

note three contexts in the literature:

(1) innovation as invention , that is, "a creative

process whereby two or more existing concepts or entities

are combined in some novel way to produce a configuration

not previously known by the person involved."

(2) innovation as adoption and interna liz ation, that

is, "the process whereby an existing innovation becomes a

part of an adopter's cognitive state and behavioral

repertoire.

"

(3) innovation as a novel item--a nonprocessual look

at the term, "the idea, practice, or material artifact that

has been invented or that is regarded as novel independent

of its adoption or nonadoption.

"

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:19) define an innovation

simply:

An innovation is an idea, practice, or object
perceived as new by the individual. It matters
little, as far as human behavior is concerned,
whether or not an idea is 'objectively' new
as measured by the lapse of time since its first
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use or discovery. ... If the idea seems new
to the individual, it is an innovation. . . .

The 'newness' aspect of an innovation may be ex-
pressed in knowledge, in attitude, or regarding
a decision to use it. (emphasis added)

Similarly, to Knight (1967:478), "an innovation is the

adoption of a change which is new to the organization and

to the relevant environment." In the same general sense,

Barnett (1953:7) defines an innovation as "any thought,

behavior, or thing that is new because it is qualitatively

different from existing forms."

In the same vein, political scientists such as Walker

(1969) and Gray (1973a, b) consider an innovation to be any

idea or practice perceived to be new by the relevant unit

of adoption. Mohr (1969:112), on the other hand, defines

innovation as "the successful introduction into an applied

situation of means or ends that are new to that situation."

In examining state growth management innovations, Clarke

(1977:4) labels policy innovations as "a new way of think-

ing, a new definition of 'problems' and 'solutions.'" "Inno-

vation appears as a leap into a new state of affairs, an

event that leads to the structural transformation of an

existing situation ... it appears as a form of action

intended to change the nature of reality" (Warren et al.,

1974 :84)

.

One variation on this general definition is the label-

ing as innovations those ideas, products, or services that

have not yet secured more than 10 percent acceptance within

the relevant social system (Bell, 1963). Others suggest
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that the critical factor in determining whether an item is

an innovation is its impact upon established behavioral

patterns--minimal , moderate, or total (Robertson, 1971).

In distinguishing among invention, innovation, and

change, Becker and Whisler (1969) note the constant inter-

changing of the terms in the literature. In looking at

organizations, change is frequently equated with innova-

tion. "Thus, every change becomes an innovation simply

because it has not been done by that particular organiza-

tion" (463). They argue instead that differential costs of

search and degrees of risk are experienced by early adopters

and later adopters. Consequently, Becker and Whisler at-

tempt to add precision to the term by defining innovation

as "the first or early use of an idea by one of a set of

organizations with similar goals" (463). Not only does time

become a factor, the organizational environment is the

relevant entity from which to gauge the " innovativeness" of

an idea

.

Recent research on technological innovations in local

government uses a similar definition incorporating a time

constraint into the design--"an idea must have been adopted

'first or early' to be considered innovative" (Bingham,

1976a:4)

.

The Feller and Menzel (1976:48) description of the

S-shaped curve for technological innovation is useful in

delineating the time element inherent in "innovation."

"The presence of such S-shaped diffusion curves suggests
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that the adoption process in municipal governments involves

a prethreshold period involving trial use, mixed reviews

and occasional discontinuances, followed by a period of

accelerated adoption culminating in a pattern of overall

use. "

Time is a key element in innovation. Empirical sup-

port for this contention is evident in the conflicting

results of two studies of the relationships between measures

of the community power structure and urban renewal expendi-

tures (Bingham, 1976a). Ilawley's research reported a cor-

relation between highly concentrated power structures and

urban renewal expenditures. Clark's data revealed a

relationship between a decentralized decision-making

structure and money spent for urban renewal. Clark

reconciled this disparity with the notion of "fragility"

or "newness." Innovations are fragile and their adoption

patterns change as the issue matures. Thus Hawley studied

urban renewal at its innovative phase (1950s), Clark at

its less fragile stage (1960s) . Bingham (1976a) suggests

that the Aiken and Alford studies of urban renewal and

public housing fail to meet the fragility criterion of

innovation studies and, therefore, cannot be considered

valid studies of innovations.

A difficulty with the term "innovation" is its positive

connotation. "Unlike the ideas of 'progress' and 'growth,'

which have long since been casualties of the 'new conscious-

ness,' innovation, especially when seen as encompassing
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more than purely technological change, is still associated

in most minds with improvement" (Downs and Mohr, 1975:2).

This sentiment is echoed by Warren et al. (1974:83) who,

after reviewing the myriad definitions of "innovation,"

remark, "None of these definitions takes into account the

direction of the development that is to be considered an

innovation. Yet implicit in the way they are used is the

assumption that innovation is desirable." Thus should one's

definition of innovation incorporate a notion of the "good-

ness" of the change--or should the definition maintain value

neutrality? Value neutrality implies that any change, if

it meets the requisite criteria built into the definition,

is an innovation, regardless of its desirability. Warren

et al. (1974:84) claim that "it seems impossible to ignore

the directionality of change in any adequate consideration

of innovation. Qualitative differences must inevitably be

addressed.

"

The argument on v^hich the dissertation research is

based is that innovative policies are different from those

that came before--they represent a nonincremental change

—

because an innovative policy is an exception to daily

decision making. "While no clear, unambiguous criteria exist

for distinguishing policy innovations from any minor

modification in current practices, the label is normally

applied only to policies that represent significant, un-

precedented, and qualitative departures from past policies"

(Downs, 1976 :xv)

.
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The definitional debate remains unresolved. For the

purposes of this study definitional issues are handled:

(1) by limiting potential policies to be categorized as

innovations to those of the 1970s, and beyond that, (2) by

selecting policies that have not diffused throughout the

population of interest. Thus they still retain their

fragility--the experience of the adopters has not been of

sufficient duration to cause relabeling as status quo poli-

cies. In setting up the methodological design, it was as-

sumed based on expert information that the policies were

1970s vintage. For the great majority of innovative

policies the assumption was borne out. Occasionally, how-

ever, there are instances of pioneer adoption occurring

prior to 1970. It could be argued that the experts only

gained familiarity with the policies as they diffused.

With regard to limited diffusion, most of the innovative

policies have less than 50 percent adoption rates.

Another facet of the definitional issue is the opera-

tionalization of "innovation." This topic receives exten-

sive attention in Chapter III.

A conceptual issue of importance is the single

innovation versus multiple innovation research design.

(The "single" and "multiple" tags are common in innovation

research. They can be equated with "case study" and

"aggregate research, " respectively . ) Rogers and Shoemaker

(1971) are critical of research which examines a single

innovation for its limited generalizability . Consequently,
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they urge study of "bundles" of related innovations. The

apparent theoretical motive underlying the bundle approach

is an increase in the reliability of the results by con-

sidering several innovations of the same type.

Due to the complications of aggregation bias. Downs

and Mohr (1975), as we have seen, warn against the multiple

innovation designs as typified by the Walker study. They

argue that an understanding of the innovation phenomenon is

facilitated by examination of variables generally excluded

in aggregate research, e.g., attributes of the innovative

policy itself, such as how compatible it is with the overall

policy climate of the city, the complexity of the innova-

tive policy as perceived by the potential adopters, and

so on.

A method of dealing with this issue is to study inno-

vations that belong to the same typological category for all

entities. This is the conclusion emerging from Gray's study

in which different policy types had different adoption ex-

periences. Arguing that there are at minimum three dis-

tinct diffusion models, Eyestone (1977) too attacks the

propensity to lump disparate types of innovations into a

single measure of innovativeness . He suggests that policy

clusters be generated empirically by comparing the diffusion

patterns of various policies. This would discriminate among

policies according to their political similarity. The

constraint of homogeneity lessens the potential for bias

that occurs in studying heterogeneous innovations. Thus for
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the purposes of the dissertaion, the multiple but homo-

7geneous innovation design will be utilized.

The innovative policies selected for study are termed

"amenities," that is, they deal with the quality of life in

the community. Williams and Adrian (1963) popularized usage

of "amenities" as one of four images of the role of govern-

ment. AiTienity policies are designed around "the demands of

the residential environment . . . safety, slowness of

traffic, quiet, beauty, convenience, and restfulness"

(Williams and Adrian, 1963:25,26). This distinction will

be employed when innovative policies are evaluated as to

the applicability of the label "amenity." Treating

amenities as a subset of innovative policies was suggested

in Bingham's (1976a, b,c) v;ork on municipalies . His designa-

tion of "amenity" is done on an ex post facto basis , in opposi-

tion to "need.

"

Bingham (1976a) raises a classif icatory issue when he

argues for separation of policy innovations from those in-

g
volving technological change. He differentiates between

the tv/o types according to their adopting unit. Innova-

tion in local government occurs in the political and

bureaucratic realms. As Bingham (1976a:137) notes:

Political innovation is public policy. In
local government this policy may originate
from the executive section (mayor or
manager), the legislative (the city council)
or through a combination of both. . . .

Bureaucratic innovation, on the other hand,
is in response to political innovation or
new policy. . . . Bureaucratic innovation
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may encompass a change in process, a
change in organizational structure
and/or a new product or service.

Studies of cities' receptivity to bureaucratically

adopted change can be identified in the literature, e.g..

Feller and Menzel (1976), Bingham (1976a, b,c). This research

into political innovation, however, has been concentrated

at the state level in the work of Walker (1969) , Gray (1973a, b)

Clarke (1977), and others. In this study, political innova-

tion at the municipal level is the focus. The dearth of

precursory scrutiny into local government innovation was one

of the sparks to this research.

The remaining conceptual issue relevant to the research

is confrontation of the prerequisites/diffusion dichotomy

(Collier and Messick, 1975) . It is a question of v/hether

the propensity to adopt innovative policies is the result

of common characteristics (prerequisites) or of communica-

tion and emulation (diffusion) . It is an extension of the

Walker - Gray dialog and as yet has evaded definitive

resolution. For example, Eyestone (1977:442) claims, "A

state's propensity to adopt a policy probably depends on

three factors: some intrinsic properties of the policy, a

state's politics, and emulative (interactive) effects."

Downs (1976) questions the validity of the dichotomy and

instead calls for an integration of the characteristics of

the diffusion process directly into the prerequisites

model

.
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This investigation posits the prerequisites model as

an appropriate explanatory tool. It is anticipated that

certain prerequisites (determinants) can be linked with

innovation; thus the prerequisites model will be proven

to be a valuable avenue for exploration. Whether this

contention is supportable subsequent to the data analysis

is of major interest. In addition, inferences as to the

interaction among (1) prerequisites, (2) emulation, and

(3) attributes of the innovation, as contributing to the

propensity to adopt amenity innovations, will be drawn.

Political Science and Relevant Literature

Two trends are discernible in approaches to state and

community innovation research undertaken from a political

science perspective. One is the determinants view--

innovation as a function of the socioeconomic environment,

and to a lesser extent, the political system. The con-

trasting perspective focuses on the role of intercommunity

information exchanges. Literature cited here can be sorted

into one cell or the other; rarely are both perspectives

blended in one study.

The absence of general theory has led Eyestone (1977)

to conclude that several models account for partial explana-

tions of the diffusion of policy innovations. Interactive

(conmiunication) effects exist for a selected set of policies;

however, in some cases, innovation is the result of inde-

pendent decision. These two discrete models are complemented
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by a third— state response to federal initiatives. Eyestone

suggests identifying policy clusters based on their diffu-

sion patterns, be it interactive, independent decision, or

federal incentive.

An approach suggested by geographers and little explored

by political scientists provides a more general exposition

of Eyestone 's initiative model: sponsorship or propaga-

tion of innovation by diffusion agencies. The work of Agnew

et al . (1978) attempts to combine the three perspectives

with respect to four community innovations.

Downs (1976) sunmiarizes the findings generated by the

application of innovation theory to the field of public

policy:

(1) Policy innovations diffuse in a manner similar to

other innovations.

(2) Communication and emulation are likely to have a

significant impact on the adoption decision.

Downs also considers the deviations (from anticipated

findings) produced by determinants researchers to be the

avenues with the greatest potential for exploration. (As

noted earlier, Downs is an exponent of the single innovation

design.

)

The following matrix sorts the empirical work under

review into categories according to level of government,

adopting unit, and single versus multiple innovation design

(Table 1-1)

.
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Table 1-1. Empirical Vtork in Innovation

Adopting Unit
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study, the role of intercity influence in the diffusion of

fluoridation adoption by municipalities was tested. A four

stage diffusion process connected to a mass communication

system in which peer group influence had an effect emerged.

(1) Before 1951, fluoridation was adopted on an ex-

perimental basis in a small number of cities scattered

across the U.S. It occurred in larger cities and in cities

with a large percentage of white collar employees. Infor-

mation was transmitted among health professionals through

formal channels.

(2) In 1952, fluoridation, endorsed by many national

groups, became a highly fashionable innovation reaching its

peak adoption rate in the Midwest. Information trans-

mittal became more informal.

(3) Between 1953 and 1955, fluoridation began a slow,

but steady spread across the country--shif ting from the

pioneer states to those in the South and East. The novelty

began to wear off; as a result there was less communication,

(4) During the latter part of the decade, the number

of adoptions in new areas decreased. The few adoptions that

did occur were in areas with established favorable environ-

ments due to earlier adoptions. Communication centered on

more controversial issues, such as safety.

An additional aspect of the fluoridation project

undertaken by Katz, Grain and Rosenthal was the role of

executive leadership in community innovation. In the study,

Rosenthal and Grain (1966) argued that the position taken
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by the formal executive leadership (mayor or city manager)

was crucial in explaining community decisions on fluorida-

tion. If the executive failed to support fluoridation

publicly, the innovation had little chance for adoption.

The executive's positive support was correlated with

favorable action.

Scott (1968) concentrated on structural innovations as

he dealt with the adoption and diffusion of the council-

manager plan in 135 cities in three states. He found that

communities with stable, homogeneous, high status popula-

tions had the requisite ideological and organizational

conditions for innovative policy choices. However, when

important reference communities adopted new ideas, the

environment became more receptive to change and the need

for extraordinary characteristics of the pioneers diminished,

Both of the relevant Aiken and Alford studies (1970a,

1970b) --urban renewal and public housing--tested and ulti-

mately rejected five typical explanations of innovation:

(1) cities with a "public regarding" political culture

are thought to have more innovative community policies than

cities where "private regarding" values predominate,

(2) the greater the concentration of community power,

the greater the degree of innovation,

(3) cities with centralized administrative arrange-

ments, i.e., city manager or strong mayor, aie more inno-

vative than cities characterized by decentralized adminis-

trative structures.
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(4) younger, smaller cities are more innovative than

their older, larger counterparts,

(5) integrated communities with highly developed

communication networks and contacts among social groups

are more innovative than cities in which community inte-

gration breaks down.

Finding none of the theories completely satisfactory,

Aiken and Alford devised their own approach, one which

emphasized three properties--structural differentiation,

accumulation of experience and information, and the

stability and extensiveness of interorganized networks--as

contributing to the generation of the kinds of social re-

sources necessary for innovation to occur in the community.

The Collier-Messick prerequisites/diffusion dichotomy

was subjected to testing in the Agnew et al. (1978) research

on community innovation. Additionally, Agnew et al. dis-

tinguished between community innovations sponsored by a

central propagator (e.g., public housing and urban renewal)

and those adopted as a result of local initiative (e.g.,

automated data processing and fluoridation) . They dis-

covered that the local need factor and the intercommunity

information flow have validity in explaining innovation;

however, the propagator angle is useful in distinguishing

between adopter and nonadopter communities. It is of less

utility in understanding the time order of adoption.

The sole example of a single policy focus at the state

level is Downs' (1976) study of deinstitutionalization in
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juvenile corrections. Using both aggregate analysis and a

case study, he argued that the Collier-Messick prerequisites/

diffusion dichotomy was false. His design incorporated

elements of both conditions for innovation. The independent

variables included indicators of (1) socioeconomic charac-

teristics, (2) the task environment, and (3) bureaucratic

variables and executive characteristics.

Downs found that of the typical socioeconomic vari-

ables of urbanization, industrialization, and per capita

income, the only dimension significantly related to a

state's propensity to deinstitutionalize juvenile correc-

tions is socioeconomic heterogeneity. In the task environ-

ment, (1) a high level of interest by environmental groups

such as the courts, the legislature, and interest groups,

in the field of juvenile corrections, plus (2) environmental

instability (the number of large scale reorganizations of

the state bureaucracy within the preceding five years) were

significant determinants of deinstitutionalization. Of the

final set of variables, the major contributor to an explana-

tion of the variance in state deinstitutionalization rates

was the ideology of the director, although his impact was

tied to the amount of agency autonomy.

The remainder of the empirical research has a multiple

innovation design. A survey of the state policy innovation

literature of an empirical nature begins with McVoy ' s (1940)

study. He sought to rank the states on indices of pro-

gressivism, that is, adoption of innovative policies such
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as vocational rehabilitation, old age pensions, female

suffrage, and city manager government. Despite methodologi-

cal difficulties (some scores were based on date of adop-

tion, others on the number of adoptions within the state,

still others on their intensity) , McVoy emerged with two

significant findings:

(1) that certain points within the United States

serve as centers of innovation around which innovations tend

to radiate in concentric gradients,

(2) that factors exist such as communication and trans-

portation facilities, degree of urbanization, wealth and

education which influence diffusion and tend to distort the

concentric circle pattern.

The speed with v/hich states adopt new programs was

Walker's (1969) concern. A state's innovation score was

measured by the percentage of time elapsing between the

first legislative enactment of a program and a particular

state's acceptance of it. Walker found that larger,

wealthier, more industrialized states adopted new programs

more rapidly than did smaller, less developed states. He

noted that the availability of slack resources, e.g., money

or a highly skilled staff, afforded the decision maker the

luxury of experimentation. Walker developed a thesis link-

ing a state's desire to emulate and compete with other

states to its proclivity for policy innovation.

Gray (1973a) contended that Walker's finding that wealth

and competition were determinants of innovativeness might
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obscure the factor of user interaction as an explanation for

those states falling in the middle range of innovativeness

.

(Gray did agree that political and economic explanations had

utility among early adopters.) Examining education, welfare,

and civil rights policies. Gray found the S-shaped curve ap-

propriate as a description of the diffusion process. Gray

concluded that among states, diffusion patterns differ by

issue area and by degree of federal involvement. Gray is

critical of studies such as Walker's which consider innova-

tiveness a pervasive factor; Gray finds innovativeness issue

and time specific.

The issue of temporal variability in innovativeness was

pursued by Savage (1978). His data challenged Gray's con-

tention that innovation is time specific. Instead, Savage's

study of 181 policies in three time periods showed the

states to be relatively consistent in their innovation rank-

ings. He suggests that general innovativeness is an identi-

fiable trait in the American states.

Savage alluded to a regionalism factor in the general

innovativeness trait. He noted the frequency with which

southern states appear in the laggard category. Regional-

ism was the focus of Foster (1978) in his reexamination of

Walker's research. His model is reproduced iDelow.

Foster concluded that regional proximity affects

innovation adoption rates. Clarke's (1977) research, set

at the state level, was an aggregate analysis in its

entirety. The study sought to explain why some states
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Potential Explanations of Regional Innovation Patterns

Regional Economic
and Political Similarities.

Regional Innovation
Adoption Pattern
Si.milarities

Officials Tendency ^
-^

to Communicate with
and Emulate Regional
Neighbors

adopted innovative growth management policies in response

to changes generated by population growth and redistribu-

tion. Though somewhat weaker than Walker's findings, she

found a general propensity to innovate in larger, more

urbanized, more industrialized states. However, she dis-

covered that measures of counterurbanization (variables such

as rapid growth/declining growth, population redistribution)

had greater explanatory power. Clarke argues that it is not

a learning curve but rather a learning cycle in which growth

management is a cyclically patterned response to current

political demands, not a result of a reduction of uncertain-

ty. She suggests that researchers must move beyond the

"transfer of information" conceptualization to a descrip-

tion of the political economy of policy innovations.

Moving to multiple bureaucratic innovation designs,

adoption of technological innovations (both process and

product) by housing authorities, school districts, public
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libraries, and municipalities has been scrutinized (Bingham,

1976a, b,c. ) Examples of specific process innovations include

computerized housing, library and police operations; product

innovations include use of prefabricated components in

housing, videotape recorders in schools, and theft detec-

tion devices in libraries. His model is recreated:

Organizational
Characteristics.

Community
Environments

Demand

'Adoption of
Innovation by
Local Government

^Organizational
Environment

Bingham concluded that there were no national diffusion

patterns of innovation in local government. "Diffusion

patterns and cue-taking appear to exist, but these patterns

are determined largely by the specific innovation" (1976a:

205) . Bingham found that the demographic variables rep-

resenting community environment, e.g., SES, size, etc.,

were linked to adoption of process innovations but failed

to influence adoption of product innovations. Within the

organizational environment, intergovernmental aid and re-

source availability were the major determinants of innova-

tion. Of organizational characteristics, only organizational

size affected adoption levels.

Bingham developed a classif icatory scheme for innova-

tions: political and bureaucratic. Although his research
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focused solely on the bureaucratic type, Bingham urged

exploration of political innovation. As he comments, "Much

of the past research which purports to determine adoption

patterns of political innovations actually consists of

public policy studies and does not really consider true

policy innovations" (1976a:144),

Feller and Menzel (1976) investigated the diffusion of

technological innovations among municipal agencies across

four functional fields: air pollution control, fire fight-

ing, traffic control, and solid waste collection and dis-

posal. They found within and across fields a wide variance

in the rate and extent of adoption of innovations. Degree

of innovativeness in one field was not related to the level

of innovativeness in other fields.

More specifically. Feller and Menzel ' s equation con-

taining indicators of resource availability and demand/pull

pressures revealed few statistically significant relation-

ships. Yet in interviews with officials, slack resources

(typically in the form of federal grants and revenue sharing

monies) emerged as important stimuli in the acquisition of

the sample technological innovations.

Three additional studies which, because of a unique

characteristic, do not fit into the matrix, deserve ex-

planation.

In the Lineberry and Fowler (1967) model, innovation

served as the independent variable. They related reform

governments (an innovative package composed of the city
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manager plan and at large, nonpartisan elections) to taxa-

tion and expenditure levels of cities. The study revealed

that, generally, reformed cities spend less and tax less

than unreformed cities. Furthermore, a high level of

reformism in a city resulted in a lov; level of responsive-

ness to socioeconomic cleavages in the population, thus

promoting "the community as a whole" ethos.

Mohr (1969:111) suggested that innovation was "the

function of an interaction among the motivation to innovate,

the strength of obstacles against innovation, and the avail-

ability of resources for overcoming such obstacles." He

studied the innovativeness of local health departments in

several states. He assumed, as other studies had shown,

that organizational size and wealth were the strongest

predictors of readiness to innovate, especially in a

rapidly changing environment that is favorable to change.

He concluded that size is the most powerful predictor of

innovation but only insofar as it implies the presence of

motivation, obstacles, and resources. He noted, too, that

the "cosmopoliteness" of the individual, his competence

and professionalism, contributed to the propensity to

innovate.

The Collier and Messick (1975) research on social

security adoption attempted to discover whether similar

adoptive behavior was the result of causation within units

of analysis, e.g., common organizational characteristics,

or of diffusion, that is, communication and emulation.
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They focused on the timing of the first adoption of social

security programs in 59 countries. A prerequisites ap-

proach treats social security legislation as social and

economic transformations accompanying industrialization.

In a diffusion approach, social security adoption occurs

within an international system of communication and influ-

ence. They found that hierarchical diffusion existed, with

later adopters tending to adopt at far lower levels of

modernization than the early adopters.

The survey of the innovation literature has provided

a comprehensive culmination to the conceptual issues pre-

sented earlier. Armed with the work of previous innovation

researchers and cognizant of the conceptual issues, a model

will be developed in the following chapter. The model will

serve to guide the subsequent research.

Notes

That varying levels of innovation exist in Florida
cities was demonstrated in a prefatory study conducted by
the author. Certain cities could be identified as innovation-
prone based on their adoption of a set of policies.

^Mention should be made of the group of economists who
address microbehavior and decision rules. See, for example,
Richard R. Nelson and Sidney G. VJinter, In Search of Useful
Theory of Innovation , Working Paper #762, Institute for

Social and Policy Studies, Yale University.

This research improves upon the process by employing
a panel of experts to assist in compiling the list of in-

novations. This process is fully explained in Chapter III.

As copies of the questionnaire demonstrate, respon-
dents had the opportunity to report innovative policies not
included in the list.
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5The list of innovative policies has a quality of
universality to it, insofar as Florida cities are concerned.
It is assumed that all cities "need" tree protection or-
dinances, recreational vehicle parking regulations, and
citizen advisory boards. Thus the need issue raised by
Downs and Mohr (1975) is handled only indirectly in this
research. It is v;orthy of additional attention. One
potentially interesting avenue of exploration is whether a
problem severity threshold exists that fuels or defuses
innovation. How bad does a problem have to be before an
innovative action occurs?

The questions asked of the panel of experts were
structured to elicit time delimited innovations. The panel
technique is explained in Chapter III.

The homogeneity in this research was generated on an
a priori basis, that is, through a group of like policies
suggested by a panel of experts and a journal search. This
method is somewhat less precise than that suggested by
Eyestone (1977)

.

gThere have been other instances of microlevel classi-
fication. For example, Evan and Black (1967) distinguish
between administrative and technical innovations. Similar
classif icatory schemes have set up product, process,
structure, and human innovation categories (Knight, 1967).



CHAPTER II
AN INNOVATION MODEL

This study seeks to discover why some cities in Florida

are more innovative than their counterparts. The foundation

of this research is that local governments do, in fact, in-

novate. There are those who point to the near-heroic ef-

forts oftentimes required for innovative actions by munici-

palities. Piayes' (1977:13) comments are representative:

Local government, furthermore, is a low
change system by design. Innovations in
local governments run real risks. . . .

The result is that, in local government,
the cards are stacked against new ideas.
There will rarely be strongly supportive
forces in the community. The inertial
drag of the system will make internal
progress slow and difficult. The polit-
ical risks are substantial.

The preceding quote makes clear that coping, reactive

behavior is reinforced by the structure of local government.

Despite this prevalent ethic, the literature review has

revealed countless examples of government entities behaving

in an innovative manner. Any hesitation as to the appropri-

ateness of linking the phrase "local government" with the

concept "innovation" should be dispelled. Innovation may

not be the hallmark of local governments, but it is not an

alien phenomenon. One of the initial aims of this study is

36
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to measure the level of innovation in selected cities prior

to testing for the determinants of that innovativeness

.

Florida cities appear to embrace innovations with

varying degrees of ardor. Some cities, quick to adopt new

computerized traffic systems, are less enthusiastic when

the innovation involves human relations policy issues.

Other cities have reputations for being the first to ex-

periment with all types of innovations.

This dissertation explores the innovativeness of the

38 Florida cities with populations of 25,000 or greater.

Of interest is each city's propensity to adopt specific

innovative items labeled "amenities." Restriction to a

single type of innovation strengthens the research by add-

ing the quality of homogeneity, thus allaying the concerns

of Gray (1973a) and others whose data point up the dangers

in cross-field innovation research.

Amenities, as one policy grouping within the all-

encompassing set of innovative policies, have the potential

for sparking innovative behavior. Because they deal with

quality of life, policy makers may be more inclined to

entertain innovative solutions to problems than Hayes (1977)

2would lead us to believe. It is likely that reliance on

traditional problem solving modes is less entrenched insofar

as amenities are concerned. Amenity innovations frequently

are of a regulatory nature and often do not entail a major

commitment of funds for their implementation. All of these



factors contribute to the supposition that amenities are

more amenable to innovative behavior.

The study is limited to cities within a single state--

Florida. The single state restriction minimizes the con-

founding factors present in most comparative research.

"The municipalities are subject to a common body of state

law, and state requirements are relatively similar for all

cities throughout the state. Moreover, to the degree urban

environments vary greatly from state to state, as the lit-

erature in political culture and state politics indicates,

inter-state variations will be controlled" (Bradley, 1977:

81) .

Upon determination of a city's propensity to adopt

amenity innovations, various causal factors will be tested

as to their relationship with innovation. These factors

predominate in policy studies but are often ignored in the

typically apolitical innovation research. "Perhaps because

of the heavy reliance on concepts and theories of 'hard'

technological change, our theories of policy innovation and

diffusion border on the depiction of innovation as the

' transfer-of-information, ' akin to the diffusion patterns

of hybrid corn" (Clarke, 1977:5).

Thus, the focus is on the determinants of innovation.

An exploration of the impacts of community environmental

variables and political system factors on the dependent

variable--innovation--is the intent. There is a conscious

attempt to investigate Bingham's (1976a: 217) contention
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that "socioeconomic variables appear to be good predictors

of public policy regardless of whether the policy adoption

is innovative or mature." Bingham expands his argument by

noting that "in addition to the standard socioeconomic

factors, the community power structure and local political

culture also have a direct impact on the adoption of

political innovations" (217). Therefore, this research

does not terminate with the identification of community

environmental linkages with innovation. Innovation models

devoid of political system indicators tend to be static

and misleading. To accommodate this consideration, the

research includes political system factors among the

independent variables.

These determinants fit into the prerequisites per-

spective to innovation. In this work, the prerequisites

approach is utilized as a starting point. It provides

answers to some of the questions about municipal policy

3
innovation, but it leaves other questions unresolved.

The prerequisites approach is but one orientation to

innovation. As the literature review demonstrated, alter-

native explanations compete with prerequisites (Collier and

Messick, 1975; Downs, 1976). The diffusion or emulation

explanation is the major alternative focus. An orientation

that has received less attention revolves around the at-

tributes of the innovation as the key links to adoption.

The most recent trend in theoretical treatises on in-

novation is to treat these three competing explanations as
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complementary (Eyestone, 1977). Rather than anointing one

approach the unchallengeable answer to the subject, the

movement has been to recognize the contribution each makes

to an understanding of innovation. Perhaps the emergent

trend of the 1980s will actually integrate these approaches

into a more comprehensive pursuit.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to suggest that in any

general model of innovation, adoption is a function of the

interplay of the three factors. A general model of innova-

tion would resemble the schematic presented below.

Community Political
Environmentr ^System

Prerequisites d^-

(X,)

Communication
Channels, etc.

Emu
(Xo)
ilation ^

Adoption
of Innovation

by City
(Y)

Compatibility
Complexity, etc.

^Characteristics of
the Innovation (X

Figure 2-1. An Innovation Model

The components of the model deserve further elucida-

tion. The prerequisites aspect is composed of environmental

variables and political system factors that exist in the
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community. The thesis is that these determinants can be

associated with adoption (nonadoption) of innovation. En-

vironmental variables include socioeconomic characteristics

and city growth rates, among others. Political system

factors are measures of government structure and stability,

citizen participation, and the like.

In emulation, through exchanging information about new

policies, cities become aware of alternative solutions to

common problems. In this explanation, a city searches for

cues from cities with reputations for innovation or from

nearby cities that share a similar problem.

The potential adopter's perception of the inherent

attributes of the innovation, e.g., its cost, complexity,

compatibility with the on-going system, is the final major

component. Fliegel and Kivlin (1966), in asking respondents

to rate the attributes of innovative items, found that in-

novations perceived as most rewarding and least risky were

accepted most rapidly. This kind of calculative perception

no doubt influences the adoption decision.

The major components of the model--prerequisites

,

emulation, and attributes--are interrelated. It is the

interaction of these components that produces the innova-

tion. The interrelationship is likely to be variable, that

is, in some instances adoption may be an independent de-

cision based on community needs, relatively uninfluenced by

emulation. In other cases, the diffusion component plays

a more important role. In both cases, an assessment of
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the attributes of the innovation enters into the adoption

decision.

Implicit in the model is the functioning of demand.

Demand serves as a conduit through which prerequisites flow

and impact. Demand may not be a universal condition. There

are instances in which policy makers acting in their col-

lective trustee role impose an innovative solution upon

the populace. The success of nondemand actions is vari-

able. "One of the most frequently advocated principles

regarding innovation and change is that in order for change

to be successful it must be in response to a felt need"

(National Institute of Mental Health, 1971:26).

The reliance upon the prerequisites approach assumes

that the city's characteristics translate into demands upon

the community's governing body. Too, one can argue that

there is a correspondence between aggregate city character-

istics and the political philosophy of elected policy

makers. The voting public, insofar as it can ascertain the

policy positions of candidates, is likely to elect officials

who share their policy stances. This prerequisites approach

has experienced extensive use in research into public

policy operationalized by government expenditures (Dye,

1966; Clark, 1971)

.

In this study the aggregate data draw upon prerequi-

sites as possessing a cache of information about adoption

of innovation. The research does not abandon the other com-

ponents in the model. With a selected sample of cities
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emulation and attributes aspects are pursued. From this,

speculation will be derived as to the interplay of the

components. Ultimately, a theoretical model of municipal

policy innovation is the intention.

In Chapter III innovation index scores will be com-

puted for the sample cities. Of interest is whether the

various scoring mechanisms will produce correlated scores.

In addition, innovativeness will be tested as to its policy

specificity. Chapter IV will attempt to link community

environmental variables and political system factors to

innovation scores. Composite innovation scores will be

reorganized into policy clusters for similar testing. In

Chapter V, innovation will be disaggregated into individual

policies and the characteristics of adopters will be compared

to nonadopters. Chapter VI will investigate the plausibility

of a diffusion explanation for selected policy innovations.

In Chapter VII selected cities, representative of differing

innovation levels, will be studied from an attributes per-

spective. The conclusion will present a theoretical model

of innovation based on the data of the preceding chapters.

Notes

Adopting new technology appears to be less "political"
than adopting new policies. Certainly there are political
overtones in adopting new technology--the awarding of the
contract to provide the computerized traffic system might
be a political decision— however, politics is less prevalent
in these types of adoptions. If the technological innova-
tion can be characterized as providing increased efficiency,
there is apt to be less public debate. E^olitical innovation
is likely to raise issues salient to the public. This demon-
strates the utility of Bingham's (197Ga) bureaucratic/
political classification.
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2No doubt there would be even less argument if it were
a technological innovation under review. Receptivity of
cities to new technology is an interesting issue; however,
it is less complex than receptivity to new policy. Tech-
nology allows for calculation of benefit cost ratios while
policy eludes facile quantification.

3 Unanswered questions will be pursued via the diffusion
explanation (Chapter IV) and the attributes perspective
(Chapter VII)

.



CHAPTER III
INDEXING INNOVATION

The community innovation process has several different

focal points. One is the initial designation of a policy

or action as innovative. Generally this label is reserved

for policies and actions that, while new to the community,

fit within the prevailing philosophical orientation. (This

could be summarized by the phrase "new but not alien to the

local community.") Secondly, "innovation" carries with it

positive baggage, that is, it is rarely value-free. Classi-

fying something as an innovation is a tacit stamp of ap-

proval. A final aspect is the innovative reputation ac-

corded some cities. Its basis appears to be folklorish as

no data exist for verification purposes.

In this chapter the focal point is the measurement of

innovation in cities. As noted in Chapter I, an innovation

is a policy that has experienced limited diffusion and is

new to the city. This represents an attempt to evaluate

various measurement schemes as to their comparability. Ad-

ditional scrutiny is applied to the issue specificity of

innovativeness . Of interest is whether innovativeness is

a pervasive factor across policy types.

45
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Data Gathering

The methodology involved in gathering the data to

measure innovation can best be explained as a two-stage

process. First, the selection of specific amenity policy

innovations was accomplished through a "panel of experts"

technique, that is, discussions with leading figures on

Florida's municipal scene.

Walker (1973:1190) warns that selection of innovative

items can be problematic. "(W)e have no guarantee that the

issues we are studying are not highly unusual and somehow

unrepresentative of their class." Intent on reducing the

possibility of that kind of error, the panel of experts

insured outside participation in the generation of potential

innovative items.

Those polled included at least one representative of

the following categories: city managers, mayors, municipal

research directors, legislators, academicians, officials in

statewide municipal organizations, and members of the press

assigned to the city hall beat. Virtually all of the

polling of the panel occurred during in-field interviews;

however, in two cases written correspondence was necessary.

The experts were asked, "In your opinion, for munici-

palities, what have been the major amenity policy innova-

tions of the 1970s?" Prefacing the interview, definitions

were offered as clarification of the exact information

desired. For example, an innovation was defined as a policy
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that is new to the adopting city (Rogers and Shoemaker,

1971). It is a policy that the city has not previously

adopted. It is a policy that requires approval by the mayor

and/or city council to be put into effect. Therefore, in-

novations in this research do not reflect policy shifts

occurring in the city's bureaucracy.

An amenity was explained as a policy dealing with the

quality of life in the cities. They are actions by city

policy makers that fall outside the amenity category--for

example, the common functions of government (police and fire,

water and sewer, and the like). Cities can continue to

exist without providing amenities. (Indeed, as will be

demonstrated in the subsequent section, several Florida

2
cities exhibit low amenity innovation levels.) Examples

from the literature suggest that several environmental

ordinances, e.g., ordinances regulating noise levels, the

cutting down and replacing of trees, the setting aside of

open spaces, represent significant amenity innovations of

the 1970s. Other types of amenity ordinances include gun

control laws, ordinances regulating sign size, ordinances

restricting cigarette smoking, and so forth. Amenities are

not technological improvements, e.g., computerized police

operations, use of optically programmed traffic signals,

and the like. The preceding items are technological innova-

tions and, as such, are beyond the scope of this research.

In analyzing the responses, the researcher selected

those policies that could be accurately classified under
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the rubric "amenity." The decision rule for inclusion was

based on the criteria of congruence with the definition and

timeliness. Restricting the focus to amenities of the 1970s

(or mid to late 1960s in the case of an early or pioneer

adopter), takes into account Gray's (1973:1184) contention

that " innovativeness should not be aggregated over long

time periods." She concludes from her data that innovation

is time specif ic--a state's current innovativeness may be

different from its past or future level of innovation.

Worthy of mention is the possibility that by restrict-

ing the time period to the 1970s, there may be some policies

which by virtue of their late (1977) introduction have not

had ample time to diffuse. Few policies fall into this

category

.

Panel responses were supplemented by a scan of articles

in relevant journals which highlight potential innovations.

Journals lending themselves to such search included: The

Municipal Yearbook , National Civic Review , Municipal Ordi -

nance Review , and Florida Municipal Report . It became

clear from an initial scan of the journals that environmental-

related policies, e.g., land use plans and community service

policies, e.g., citizen information mechanisms, were ac-

corded innovative status. Subsequent searches revealed

other policy clusters. Compilation of the selected innova-

tions from these sources--the panel and the journals--

served as the basis for the research. The innovation eligi-

bility dilemma did not exist. None of the items fall
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outside a city's realm of responsibility--they merely require

action by the governing body. The list of innovative amenity

policies can be found in Table 3-1. Descriptions of the

innovative amenity policies are contained in Appendix A.

The second stage of the data gathering centered upon

discovering which cities had adopted which policies. The

list of innovative items numbered approximately 50. Aware

of inadequate record keeping and personnel turnover in

cities, coupled with city officials who had earned an in-

formal reputation among researchers as dilatory in returning

questionnaires, an alternative strategy was developed for

part of the data gathering. Individual city ordinance books

were searched to discover whether the policy of interest

had been adopted and, if so, when it was adopted. The

advantage of this method lies in the opportunity it provides

the researcher to determine if the ordinance actually meets

the criteria for a "yes." For example, all noise control

ordinances are not equal in intent, scope, impact, etc.

However, if the question asked "has your city adopted a

noise control ordinance," the respondent would indicate that

it had when in actuality the ordinance was an early 1900s

law prohibiting "loud whistling and loud singing after the

hour of 10 P.M." This clearly is not what an innovative

noise abatement policy in the 1970s, replete with acceptable

decibel levels, means. Therefore, a direct search of city

codes allows the researcher to insure that the particular

ordinance has similar meanings across the universe of

cities.
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Table 3-1. Policies Used in Calculating Innovation Scores

1. Comprehensive code of ethics for officials
2. Limitation of terms for commissioners
3. Public records retention ordinance
4. City employee residency requirement
5. Antidiscrimination ordinance
6. Human relations commission
7. Street graphics ordinance
8. Tree protection ordinance
9. Noise abatement ordinance

10. Nonspecific citizen advisory board
11. Delayed handgun purchase
12. Antismoking ordinance
13. Beautif ication ordinance
14. Regulation of "junk" accumulation
15. Restoration ordinance
16. Consumer protection ordinance
17. Energy/power ordinance
18. Truth in real estate sales ordinance
19. Political sign ordinance
20. Historical preservation/landmarks ordinance
21. Cultural arts commission
22. Regulation of garage sales
23. Restriction on recreational vehicle parking
24. Regulation of massage parlors
25. Downtown development commission
26. Open space requirements
27. Dwelling unit limits
28. Staged growth mechanisms
29. Low income housing set aside
30. Height limitations on buildings
31. Landscaping of developed parcels
32. Urban homesteading
33. Adult living accommodation ordinance
34. Regulation of adult entertainment establishments
35. Inventory of architecturally significant sites
36. Creation of consumer affairs office
37. Regular reports to citizens re city policies
38. Neighborhood preservation programs
39. Sunset ordinance
40. Ombudsman
41. Utilization of impact fees
42. Cooperative agreements re natural resources
43. Utilization of citizen surveys
44. Adoption of an administrative procedures act
45. Pursuance of decentralization
46. Adoption of local government comprehensive plan
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The problem of detection of early adoption and sub-

sequent repeal of an innovative policy did not emerge. This

is the advantage of using 1970 vintage items--they have not

undergone the termination process. Even so, the code of

ordinances, while not offering an extensive legislative

history, does make note of repealed ordinances. It should

be made clear that this study makes no assumptions about

commitment to or enforcement of innovative policies. Adop-

tion of the ordinance is the key. When a date discrepancy

was revealed in the ordinance search, knowledgeable inform-

ants within that city's government were contacted to clarify

the disputed point.

The municipal ordinance search was not the sole method

used in gathering the data. For those innovative policies

not likely to require codification in ordinances books,

e.g., the establishment of branch city halls, questionnaires

were sent to the city manager or chief administrative of-

ficer. Thirteen policies were listed on the questionnaire.

And because the trend is toward the compilation of zoning

ordinances into a separate code, highly specific zoning

innovations were included in a questionnaire to municipal

zoning officials. There were nine of these items. (Ap-

pendices B and C contain copies of the questionnaires.)

The use of questionnaires was thus limited to specific

city officials and policies about which it could be assumed

they were conversant. By keeping the questionnaire short

and to the point, the response rates were extremely high.
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Out of a population of 38 cities, only five city managers/

chief administrative officers failed to reply for a response

rate of 86.8%. All of the zoning officials complied with

the data requests.

The purpose of this brief section has been simply to

acquaint the reader with the methods used in collecting the

data necessary for measuring innovation. Subsequent chap-

ters will include methodological notes germane to the

question being pursued.

Innovation Typology

It should be noted that the innovative policies studied

are treated as if they are of equal importance. They are

not weighted in any manner. This assumption is rife in

innovation research. "... (T)he task of defining a basis

for determining 'worth' is frequently ignored. The re-

searchers in these cases were interested in diffusion ir-

respective of the value of the innovation" (Warner, 1974:

442). Similarly, ". . .no effort was made to develop any

method of determining the relative importance or desir-

ability of the programs" (Walker, 1969:882). An assessment

of the impact of the innovations on the public might be one

means of resolving the "worth" issue; however, it remains

a topic for future inquiry.

Although quantification of worth has eluded resolution,

there have been various attempts to develop a typology of

innovations, especially in organizations. For example,
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innovations can be distinguished in terms of their degree

of anticipation (Zaltman et al., 1973). Programmed innova-

tions are expected and tend to encompass modest change.

Nonprogramrned innovations are nonroutine and can be divided

into two general types: slack and distress. (Slack in-

novations occur within a climate of success; distress in

conditions of unsuccessful organizational performance.)

One can differentiate between instrumental innovations

and ultimate innovations. "The latter are ends in them-

selves, but the former are aimed at specific changes that

are intended, at a later point in time, to make possible

or easier the introduction of ultimate innovations"

(Zaltman, 1973:21). This distinction forces consideration

of obstacles or resistance to change.

Innovations can be categorized according to their

"radicalness .
" "Innovation radicalness can be defined in

terms of existing alternatives: the more an innovation

differs from the existing alternatives, the higher is its

degree of radicalness" (Zaltman, 1973:23). It can be de-

scribed as a continuum between a point labeled "routine

situations" and one labeled "innovative situations." This

is similar to Nermann's (1971) "variation" and "reorienta-

tion"--basically moderate change versus fundamental change.

(Reorientation innovations can be further broken down into

three types: systematic, idiosyncratic, and marginal.)

Innovations are studied in terms of their outcomes or

impacts.
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Robertson (1971) also contributes to this third cate-

gory by arguing that the designation "innovation" should

be applied according to an item's effect upon established

patterns of consumption or behavior. A continuous innova-

tion is one that has little disruptive impact on behavior

patterns. Dynamically continuous innovations have a moder-

ate impact while discontinuous innovations establish new

behavior patterns. (This corresponds to the Warren et al.

(1974) classification: gross, secondary, and primary,

respectively, according to the effect on the prevailing

paradigm.

)

Innovation typology is given a boost by Downs and Mohr

(1975:8) who suggest:

Perhaps the most straightforward way of
accounting for the prodigious empirical
instability and theoretical confusion
which arise when one surveys the results
of innovations studies is to reject the
notion that a unitary theory of innovation
exists and postulate the existence of dif-
ferent types of innovations whose adoption
can best be explained by a number of cor-
respondingly different theories . . .

(T)he existence of empirically distinguish-
able categories of innovations and their
associated models would help to explain
why studies employing roughly the same
predictors achieve widely varying R's and
why the explanatory power of individual
variables is unstable across them.

This is a key point. The quest for development of a

general theory of innovation is rarely tempered by the cau-

tion that perhaps adoption is innovation-type specific.

An adopting entity may treat an innovation perceived as a
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"variation" differently from the manner in which that same

entity handles an innovation labeled a "reorientation."

Or, looking at a specific innovation, it may be perceived

as routine by one potential adopter and radical by another,

due to the policy maps dominating the cities.

Measuring Innovation

As was evident in Chapter I, the study of innovation

has been marked by conceptual dissensus and methodological

confusion. There is little ageement among researchers upon

a definition of innovation. Is it merely the adoption of

an idea or practice that is perceived as new by the adopting

unit (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971)? Is innovation the adop-

tion of a policy or object that has experienced only limited

usage, suggesting that as the innovation diffuses it loses

4
the properties that render it innovative? Is the rapidity

with which an adopting entity adopts the salient feature of

an innovation (Becker and Whisler, 1969)? These variations

are confounded by a fourth notion, one which ties innova-

5tion to an intensity of commitment.

From each of these blurred definitional strains a dis-

tinct methodology emerges. When innovation is the adoption

of something perceived as new by the adopting unit, regard-

less of how many others have adopted it or the length of

time it has been available for adoption, innovation is meas-

ured simply by its presence or absence. Some of the cases

reported in the Bingham (1976a) study of technological

innovation by cities are based on this method.
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If innovation revolves around the notion of limited

use, the measurement is one which weights the score an

adopter is assigned according to the number of users among

potential adopters. The Feller and Menzel (1976) research

on municipal adoption of technological innovations utilizes

this approach, as does the Clarke (1977) study of state

growth management innovations.

When early adoption is the focus, innovation is meas-

ured by the time elapsing from initial adoption by one unit

(or time elapsing since introduction of the innovation) to

its subsequent adoption by other units. V7alker ' s (1969)

work on state policy innovations typifies this orientation

to the subject.

The question to be pursued here is whether these diver-

gent methodologies contribute to the lack of generalizability

across innovation studies. It is apparent that each of

these methodologies measures a different dimension of inno-

vation. Thus, could these definitional variations and the

concomitant measurement inconsistency contribute to the

resultant discrepant findings?

The research to this point has been scant. Downs and

Mohr (1975) would lead us to believe that there is little

correspondence between an adoption-nonadoption score and a

time elapsed derivation. They warn:

It might also be considered that aggregate
adoption-nonadoption may substitute for
time-of-adoption as a dependent variable,
or at least that one can infer relative
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earliness to adopt from a relative number
of innovations adopted . . . We should
not hastily classify organizations that
have adopted many innovations as early
adopters. . . . (30)

Clarke (1977) mentions highly intercorrelated weighted

and unweighted innovation scores for a narrow range of

growth management issues; however, the finding is incidental

to the research. Beyond that mention, data are nonexistent.

Thus the degree of the relationship among these scoring

mechanisms remains mere conjecture.

The following hypothesis was tested:

The instability in the findings in innova-
tion research is affected by the opera-
tionalization of the term "innovation."
One would expect to find only moderate
correlations among the scores produced by
the different measurement schemes.

To test the hypothesis, three operationalizations of

innovation were derived. The first-- the innovation incidence

score--is a single dichotomous adoption/nonadoption score

calculated by assigning a 1 to a city if it has adopted the

policy, a if it has not done so. For each city, its

score on the individual policies is sunimed, divided by the

total number of innovative items thus producing the com-

posite innovation score for the particular city.

The weighted innovation score is determined by assign-

ing each policy innovation a weight based upon its inverse

rank in the total frequency of its adoptions among the cit-

ies. The least extensively adopted policy receives the
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highest weight. Policies with identical adoption scores

receive the same weight. These weighted measures provide

an indication of the "novelty" of the policy. The score on

each policy is summed and averaged yielding the weighted

score for each municipality.

A time based derivation is computed by figuring the

amount of time elapsed between the first and last recorded

adoption of a policy. A city receives a number correspond-

ing to the percentage of time elapsing between the first

adoption and its own acceptance of the amenity. The score

for first adoption is .000, for last (or not yet adopting)

the score is 1.000. Each city's scores are averaged and

subtracted from 1.000 to produce the time based derivation.

The time based derivation is an extension of the Walker

(1969) measurement scheme that is frequently used in innova-

tion research. It must be admitted that any measurement

employing weights (as both the weighted innovation score and

the time based score do in this research) contains a degree

of arbitrariness. An alternative method of weighting the

time score would involve use of an exponential or logarithmic

weight— thus rewarding early adopters more heavily. Such

a scheme is based on the notion that pioneer adoption is

"more innovative" than is majority adoption (a time when all

cities are adopting)

.

In all of the measurement schemes, a city with a

higher score tends to be more "innovative" than a city v;ith

a lower score. Table 3-2 reveals the scores for each city.
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Table 3-2. Innovation Scores
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Table 3-2 . --Continued
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Measures of association were computed for the scores

as a test of the hypothesis. Pearson correlation coeffi-

cients were as follows:

Innovation Incidence with Weighted: r= .96
Innovation Incidence with Time based: r- .87
Weighted with Time based: r== .88

It is apparent that each of the measurement schemes is

9
relatively highly correlated with the others. But be-

cause the weighted score was devised from a frequency of

adoption ranking method, its justification for considera-

tion by interval level tests is arguable. To avoid debate

on this question, nonparametric correlation measures were

utilized in addition to the Pearson r.

Kendall rank order correlation coefficients for the

scores were as follows:

Innovation Incidence with Weighted tau = .87

Innovation Incidence with Time based: tau = .73
Weighted with Time based: tau = .74

Spearman rank order correlations produced rhos of similar

magnitude

.

That the findings reveal a stronger relationship than

hypothesized indicates that the variance existing in innova-

tion research may not stem from the operationalization of

the term "innovation." That this aspect can be minimized

as a potential cause for the discrepant results is signifi-

cant to those researchers who continue to question why one

governmental entity is innovative and another is not.

In defining innovation and attempting to measure it,

researchers have the option of selecting any one of these
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methodologies as an appropriate tool. These findings should

serve to weaken claims that operationalization of innovation

predetermines one's results. Perhaps innovation is less of

a multidimensional term than is commonly thought.

I nnovation Across Policy Clusters

As noted in Chapter I, another conceptual dilemma that

has methodological implications is the range of innovations

to be studied--single or multiple. The single innovation

case study, e.g., the Grain et al. (1969) research on fluori-

dation, is criticized for its lack of generalizability

beyond the specific issue. The multiple innovation design,

e.g., the Walker (1969) study of state policy innovation,

is attacked because it submerges the variation of innova-

tion across issue areas.

Resolution of this debate has been accomplished to a

degree by selection of related policy areas, e.g., Gray's

(1973) work on state innovation in education, welfare, and

civil rights. As Clarke (1977:10) comments, "
' innovative-

ness' may be issue specific." Thus typologies have emerged

based on subject matter.

At this point, the stability of the designation

"innovative" across issue areas became the focus. The

implication, from previously cited works, was that even

within relatively homogeneous "amenities," a community's

innovation score would vary depending on the type of

amenity being studied.
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To determine whether this was the case, the 46 policy

innovations were grouped into five general policy types, on

an a priori basis, according to substance. The five policy

types included: open government policies, life style is-

sues, environmental policies, civil rights issues, and citi-

zen input mechanisms. Table 3-3 shows the groupings.

It must be reiterated that these policy clusters were

generated on an a priori basis with the assistance of the

aforementioned panel of experts. Items within the subsets

are linked by a substantive bond according to the informed

opinion of experts. Granted some of these items could be

shifted into a different cluster. On the whole, this sys-

tem reflects the informed opinion of experts.

Factor analysis was employed to determine whether the

innovative policies clustered according to adoption rates.

Adoption rate clusters did not duplicate the a priori policy

groupings. For example, policies that have been labeled

"environmental" have varying adoption rates and, therefore,

do not fall into one clear cluster that can be labeled

environmental. Thus when using the clusters, later in the

analysis their a priori method of construction must be kept

in the forefront. Of special interest is whether the in-

dependent variables (Chapter IV) explain the variation

within clusters.

As is clear from Table 3-4, even within a coiraiion

category such as amenities, the designation "innovative

place" varies depending upon the policy subset. For
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Table 3-3. Policy Clusters

OPEN GOVERNMENT: Comprehensive code of ethics for officials
Limitation of terms for commissioners
Public records retention ordinance
Regular reports to citizens re city policies
Sunset ordinance
Administrative procedures act
Pursuance of decentralization

LIFE STYLE: Delayed handgun purchase
Antismoking ordinance
Regulation of "junk" accumulation
Restoration ordinance
Political sign ordinance
Historical preservation/landmarks ordinance
Cultural arts commission
Regulation of garage sales
Restriction of recreational vehicle parking
Regulation of massage parlors
Downtown development commission
Inventory of architecturally significant sites
Neighborhood preservation programs
Utilization of impact fees
Adoption of local government comprehensive plan
Adult living accomj:iiodation ordinance
Regulation of adult entertainment establishments

ENVIRONMENTAL;

CIVIL RIGHTS:

Street graphics ordinance
Tree protection ordinance
Noise abatement ordinance
Open space requirements
Dwelling unit limits
Staged growth mechanisms
Height limitations on buildings
Landscaping of developed parcels
Beautif ication ordinance
Cooperative agreements re natural resources

City employees residency requirement
Antidiscrimination ordinance
Human relations commission
Low income housing set aside
Urban homesteading

CITIZEN INPUT: Nonspecific citizen advisory board
Consumer protection ordinance
Energy/power ordinance
Truth in real estate sales ordinance
Creation of consumer affairs office
Ombudsman
Utilization of citizen surveys
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Table 3-4. Innovation Scores for Policy Clusters
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Table 3-4 . --Continued
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example, the lead cities in the open government issue area

are Orlando, St. Petersburg, and Titusville, but when the

focus shifts to life style policies, the front runner is

Miami. Hallandale outdistances the other cities in adopt-

ing environmental policies (with Boca Raton, Hollywood,

Miramar, and St. Petersburg close behind). In the civil

rights policy area, Gainesville and Hialeah earn the "most

innovative" label and in citizen input, Jacksonville and

St. Petersburg lead. It is interesting to note the frequency

of St. Petersburg's appearances in the leader role despite

the particular issue area. (St. Petersburg had the highest

innovation incidence and weighted innovation scores in the

preceding section.

)

Conclusion

Using Florida municipal innovation data, this chapter

has demonstrated that:

(1) whatever is causing the instability in innovation

scores noted by several observers, the different operation-

alizations of the term "innovation" is not a major factor.

The importance of this conclusion lies in its rela-

tionship to the issues raised at the beginning of this

chapter. Compilation of a list of policies purported to be

innovative revealed persistent themes. Citizen involvement,

civil rights, openness in government, concern for the en-

vironment, and consideration of miscellaneous life style

matters have become legitimate foci of local government.
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The innovations representing these categories are novel-

ties, but in the majority of cases, their appearance in the

listing signifies their legitimacy as areas for governmental

action. Perhaps legitimacy and "goodness" are sequential

designations

.

(2) The validity of a city's reputation for innovative-

ness hinges upon the specific amenity policy area under

scrutiny. For the most part cities have concentrated their

innovativeness within limited policy boundaries.

Notes

Rather than resort to an intuitively compiled list of
innovations, "knowledgeables"--individuals with first-hand
experience in municipal innovation--were sought. Experts
representative of particular segments of the city system
were contacted to gauge their willingness to participate in
the panel. Some declined; however, the final list of
knowledgeables included two city managers (one from a large
city, the other manages a smaller city), one mayor, one
city commissioner, one municipal research director, two
state legislators who h^ive served on legislative committees
that deal with cities, two academicians who conduct urban
field work, one high-ranking official of a statewide
municipal organization, and two members of the press who
cover the city halls in two major cities. Each of these
individuals suggested innovations worthy of inclusion in
this study. Environmental policies were the most frequently
mentioned, followed by innovations linked to life styles.
The experts who worked in an administrative capacity tended
to mention innovations related to open government. In some
cases, policies shared the characteristic of having a
regulatory nature.

2Amenities build upon the base of common functions that
all cities share. Some cities choose to participate in the
provision of amenities, other cities, especially those where
a "limited government" ethos prevails, do not adopt many
amenities. Purely bureaucratic innovations, such as adopt-
ing a new position classification system for city employees,
fall outside the amenity category.
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3
In the analysis, two of the items gleaned from the

journal scanning process were deleted from consideration due
to their total absence from the Florida municipal scene.
The deletions were: (1) regulation of lobbying the city
council/conimission , and (2) restrictions on nonreturnable
beverage containers.

4
See the Bingham (1976a) discussion of fragility.

5
In innovation research, intensity of commitment is

measured through use of an aggregate innovation. The re-
search slant becomes the number of component parts adopted
by the entity. Clarke's (1977) work on state growth manage-
ment innovation tracks this approach. Intensity of com-
mitment will not be tested here because the innovative
policies, although they can be classified into groups, are
not really "components" of a single concept.

The hypothesis was derived from the Downs and Mohr
(1975) suggestion that dichotomous adoption measures and
time of adoption measures are not synonymous. Because the
scores are constructed from a similar base, however, it
is logical to expect some degree of association among them.
The magnitude of the correlations is of interest.

7Although Coral Gables is included m subsequent
analyses, its questionnaire responses were received beyond
the deadline established for this specific portion of the
study. Thus Coral Gables is absent from this section.

o
Scores reported in Table 3-1 are based on a subset of

34 policies of the total 46. They represent the results of
the ordinance search and the zoning official questionnaire.
This portion of the study was restricted to those 34 policies
on which complete time information was available.

9The Pearson correlation coefficient yields an r of
.96, .87, and .88, respectively. In most social science
research the relationships would be labeled highly corre-
lated. It should be noted that where R^ = .76 and R^ = .77,

almost 25 percent of the variance is left unexplained.

For example, Clarke's (1977) work dealt solely with
growth management policies at the state level.

Using orthogonal factor analysis with varimax rota-
tion the 46 items reduced to 17 clusters.



CHAPTER IV
DETERMINANTS OF INNOVATION

The portion of the model studied in this chapter posits

policy adoption as a consequence of community environment

features and political system factors. This is not a strained

notion. "The data suggest that city councils adopt policies

which are congruent with needs rooted in pressures from the

environment" (Eulau and Eyestone, 1968:541). The model is

deceptively simple:

Community
Environmental
Features

Political
System
Factors

Amenity Policy
Innovation

It must be reiterated that this model is merely a

piece of the more inclusive model presented in Chapter II.

The larger model encompasses communication and emulation as

well as the attributes of the innovative policy itself.

These aspects will be examined in subsequent: chapters.

There are internal features such as individual and group

demands and the policy orientations of local decision

makers impacting upon policy adoption (Eulau and Eyestone,

1968). These factors are implicit in the larger model.

70
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Isolation of conimunity environmental variables and

political system factors and the rationale for their inclu-

sion in this study takes place after a discussion of the

dependent variable. Propositions are developed and in-

corporated into the discussion of empirical indicators.

The Dependent Variables

The dependent variable on the outcome side of the

model is, of course, innovation. Chapter III reports three

different, but highly intercorrelated , innovation scores

for each city. Rather than selecting one set of measure-

ments to represent the innovation phenomenon, the cities'

scores were transformed into standard scores. These

standard scores were summed and divided by three to produce

the dependent variable. Standardized innovation scores

for the cities are shown in Table 4-1.

Independent Variables and Propositions

Innovation literature and determinants research provide

initial cues of independent variables worthy of exploration

as to their relationship with adoption of innovative poli-

cies. Within the various theoretical categories are com-

ponent empirical measures. The theoretical categories

utilized in this research rely to some degree upon the

Aiken and Alford (1970a, b) works. The empirical indicators

3
emanate from the broad expanse of determinants research.
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Table 4-1, Standardized Innovation Scores

City
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Prior to presenting the hypotheses, it should be re-

iterated that the innovation scores measure the adoption of

innovative amenities , a subset of the vast pool of new

policies. Thus, although Bingham (1975) assures us that

the socioeconomic variables that can be linked to expendi-

ture policies are transferable to the adoption of innovation,

one must proceed warily. Those same variables that are

associated with the tendency to adopt innovations, in gen-

eral, may move in the opposite direction when innovative

amenities are the outputs.

Political Culture '^

Components of political culture tend to surface when

studying innovation. Socioeconomic heterogeneity has been

linked to the propensity to innovate (Downs, 1976). High

income, too, has demonstrated a positive association with

innovation (Walker, 1969). (Scott (1968) , however, found

homogeneous populations ripe for innovative policy choices.)

Educational attainment has evinced no clear trend when

linked to innovation adoption (Walker, 1969; Bingham, 1975;

Downs, 1976). Conservative political values, on the other

hand, have been associated with the failure to innovate

(Bingham, 1975)

.

In this study several indicators of political culture

were selected:

(1) the percentage of foreign stock and (2) the

percentage of blacks in the population. These
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figures were combined into (3) a heterogeneity

index (Swanson and Swanson, 1977). (4) A liberal-

ism score based on the percentage of the vote

cast for the 1966 Democratic party's gubernatorial

nominee. (The 1966 Robert King High - Claude

Kirk race has earned the reputation in Florida as

one of the clearest instances of a classic liberal -

conservative battle. Kirk, the conservative, was

the victor.) (5) the proportion of "natives" in

the city's population, that is, the number of

residents who were born in Florida, (6) Per capita

income as a measure of the relative wealth of the

city's inhabitants, (7) Median age as an indicator

of the stage in the life cycle for the average

city resident, (8) Median education as representa-

tive of educational attainment in the community,

(Both education and income are measures of status

and high status is often linked with innovation

(Scott, 1968) )

.

Propositions

Public regardingness rather than private regardingness

should prevail in those cities with high amenity innovation

scores as represented by the standardized score and the

policy area scores as well. Variables frequently con-

sidered indicative of public regardingness (that is, "the

community as a whole" ethos) and the direction of their
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relationship with innovation include: percentage foreign

stock , percentage black , heterogeneity index— in these

three cases one would anticipate a negative correlation

with innovation. Per capita income and median education

should reveal a high positive correlation with innovation.

The liberalism score and innovation, especially the

open government, civil rights, and citizen input clusters,

should be positively correlated. Negative correlations

should emerge with the native population variable, in that

a city with a higher proportion of native Floridians is

likely to be more conservative. The traditional Southern

democratic conservatism has not been diluted by the high

in-migration that some cities have experienced.

So little has been done with the impact of median age

on demands for policies that it is difficult to anticipate

whether any relationship will exist. There are substantial

variations in the median ages for the sample cities. Per-

haps the age variable should be considered predescriptive

,

merely exploratory.

Turbulence

The notion of "turbulence" (Aiken and Alford, 1970a)

deals with motion or change within the community. Is the

city experiencing rapid shifts in population size or is it

a relatively stable population? (The state of Florida is

noted for its accelerated growth rates in the 1950s and

1960s, and its cities have consistently appeared atop
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any list of the fastest growing cities in the United States

(Berry, 1972) )

.

Turbulence is operationalized in these variables:

(1) the percentage population change from 1960-1970

as a basic indicator of community turbulence.

(2) The percentage change in black population 1960-

1970 as representative of the type of population

shift. (3) The percentage of inhabitants residing

in the same house as they did five years earlier

as a measure of stability. (4) The percentage

change in per capita income 1970-1976 as an indi-

cator of both the qualitative change in city growth

and the impact of economic opportunities. (5) The

percentage change in the number of municipal em-

ployees as a gauge of the city's response to the

pressures of growth or stagnation.

Propositions

Turbulence signifies demands on decision makers. An

abundance of demands might tempt decision makers toward

adoption of alternative solutions to the problems. To a

city with a burgeoning population, environmental ordinances

move closer toward the necessity end of the amenity-need

continuum. Thus, the greater the population growth , the

higher the innovation scores, especially the environmental

policy cluster. Growth in black population should be

positively correlated with innovation, particularly the
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adoption of civil rights policies. Shifts in the per

capita income level contribute to community turbulence; how-

ever, i ncreases in income ought to provide the element of

"slack" resources that researchers tend to link with innova-

tion adoption. This is "qualitative" turbulence.

Increases in the number of municipal employees ought

to increase the professionalism in the city; however, the

change may be a function of the already mentioned variables

in this category, thus causation may be elusive. The

residency variable, although it has a superficial linkage

to the native population measure, really gauges a different

phenomenon, that is, short-time stability. It is based on

the percentage of the population that lives in the same

residence as five years earlier. In keeping with the

directionality of the other turbulence variables, it is

hypothesized that the greater the residency figure, the

lower the rate of innovation.

Community Differentiation and Continuity

In the majority of cases, size--be it a characteristic

of an organization (Mohr, 1969), a city (Bingham, 1975),

or a state (Walker, 1969) — reveals a positive relationship

with innovation adoption. In contrast, Aiken and Alford

(1970a) cite support for the position that elder and larger

cities are encumbered by bureaucracy and therefore tend to

be less receptive to innovative policies. Their own

research does not support this contention, however.



In this research three measures reflect community

differentiation and continuity:

(1) city size is merely the 1970 population. City

age is measured by (2) the number of years the city

has been incorporated and (3) the period during

which the city reached the 25,000 population mark.

Propositions

Previous research has shown city size to have a major

impact on innovation. Because the focus is on amenities,

the hypothesis tested here anticipates a diminution in the

importance of city size although the correlation should

remain positive. This is based somewhat upon Scott's

(1968) linking of innovation adoption with stable, homo-

geneous, high status populations. Those characteristics

generally are not descriptive of large cities. Middle

size cities may be the most amenable to adoption of these

innovative policies. The importance of city age may be

more problematic, especially in the policy clusters. The

hypothesis is that younger cities will have higher innova-

tion scores than will their older counterparts. Perhaps

younger cities are more prone toward experimentation than

are the more established cities.

Community Integration

Community integration is part of the more abstract

"sense of community." The existence of communication
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networks and the ease of contacts among social groups pro-

vide cues as to the level of integration in the community.

The unemployment rate is frequently used as an indicator of

community integration, with high unemployment a spark to

community disintegration (Aiken and Alford, 1970a). In the

research

:

(1) the unemployment rate (1970) and (2) the per-

entage of owner occupied housing are utilized as

measures of conmiunity integration. A high propor-

tion of renters is assumed to introduce lower quality

transience into the city. Thus, the greater the

incidence of owner occupied housing, the more at-

tachment to the conununity is fostered.

Propositions

The proportion of owner occupied housing is frequently

used in determination of public versus private regardingness

Cities with higher incidences of home ownership should be

more innovative. However, the percentage unemployed , a

measure of disintegration, should produce a negative cor-

relation with innovation.

Poverty

Community poverty serves as a refinement of the per

capita income measure. Rather than being incorporated into

the political culture category, it is set apart as a
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separate entity to accord it some prominence. Community

poverty is measured simply by:

(1) the percentage of the population falling below

the poverty level.

Propositions

The poverty variable should produce results similar to

the unemployed variable, that is, negative correlations with

innovation. Cities with larger poverty populations tend to

focus on policies toward the "needs" end of the continuum,

rather than amenities.

Touri sm

Overall, Florida's economy relies heavily on tourism.

This dependence renders Florida different from the bulk of

the states. Tourism carries with it an awareness of the

value of attractions, be they natural or artificial. Among

cities, however, the importance of tourism to the local

economy varies. This category provides an interesting

adjunct to the economic diversity indicators discussed

below. Tourism is measured by:

(1) a tourist : resident ratio calculated for each

city based on the number of tourists designating

7the city as a destination.



Propositions

The tourism ratio, measuring a phenomenon that no other

variable approaches, should be positively associated with

innovation, especially the environmental and life style

policy clusters. There should be an absence of a relation-

ship between tourism and open government, civil rights, or

citizen input areas.

Physical Environment

The city's physical environment is the backdrop against

which policy decisions emerge. In most cases it is a

given (either the city has a harbor or it does not); however,

the indicators used here possess an alterable quality.

For example:

(1) the city's land area (square miles) and (2) its

reliance on annexations are indicators of physical

environment. (3) Density as a measure of housing

patterns is subject to change if growth rates falter

or city boundaries expand. Finally, (4) physical

environment expenditures represent a city's fiscal

conimitment to its surroundings. Included in this

statistic are funds allocated to conservation and

development of natural resources, pollution control,

sanitary landfills, flood control and plant control.
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Propositions

Density should tie into growth pressures, thus the

hypothesis is that the relationship of density to innova-

tion will be positive. Land area solely, however, is more

speculative, but a cautious hypothesis is offered linking

land area and innovation in a negative direction. Cities

with higher physical environment spending should produce

higher innovation scores, particularly in the environmental

and life style policy clusters. A city which has utilized

the annexation mechanism is more prone to adopt innovations,

also.

Location

Geographical location will be isolated as a factor in

the diffusion explanation of innovation adoption (Chapter

VI); however, here it is treated as potentially significant

in the prerequisites model.

(1) Region refers to the portion of the state in

o

which the city is located, and (2) metropolitan

type describes the place of the city in relation to

adjacent communities.

Propositions

If there is any credence to the "centers of innova-

tion" argument, one would anticipate central cities, es-

pecially those located in the central and southern regions

of the state to be more innovative.
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Centralization of Community Power

The concept of community power, some argue, once func-

tioned as a paradigm for urban politics research (Masotti

and Lineberry, 1978). As such it served as the focal point

for a spate of case studies. In comparative city analysis,

the impact of community power on public policy has been

variable. It must be noted that the conflicting results

may have been a function of the operationalization of the

concept.

The treatment of community power in this research

builds upon the basis provided by Hawley (1963) and Aiken

and Alford ( 1970a, b) . Community power encompasses three

ideas: concentration of systematic power, power diffusion

through mass citizen participation, and centralization of

elite power (Aiken and Alford, 1970a). The first two

aspects are addressed in this work. The concentration of

systemic power is measured by

(1) the percentage of manager, proprietors, and

officials in the labor force (the MPO ratio) . Power

diffusion through citizen participation (political

competition) is gauged by (2) the mean number of

candidates per race, (3) the contestability of

municipal elections, and (4) voter turnout rates

in city elections.
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Propositions

Addressing the first aspect of community power, cities

with decentralized power structures ought to be more in-

novative. Thus one would expect a positive correlation

between MPO ratios and innovation. (High MPO ratios re-

flect decentralized community power.) There is debate on

whether politically competitive systems are conflictual and

thereby stalemated. Here it is anticipated that political

competition, as represented by the mean number of candidates

per race, the contestability of elections, and city elec-

tion turnout rates, serves as a spur to innovation. These

positive associations should be highest among open govern-

ment and citizen input clusters.

Economic Diversity

This category focuses on the economic activities of

city residents. For example, industrialization has been

both linked with innovation (Walker, 1969) and disassociated

from it (Downs, 1976). Economic diversity is conceptualized

in two ways:

(1) by the percentages of the civilian labor force

employed in manufacturing, wholesale and retail

sales, services, educational services, construction

and government, and (2) by the city's classification

as predominantly a retailing, resort, education,

manufacturing, diversified retailed or armed forces

center (Forstall, 1967). The latter measure is based
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on the relative amount of, for example, manufacturing

to retail employment, or the proportion of the resi-

dent labor force involvement in resort-related employ-

ment as opposed to manufacturing or retail employment.

An additional aspect of economic diversity is quanti-

fied in (3) the spring 1970 worker-nonworker ratio.

Propositions

A high worker : nonworker ratio should be associated with

high innovation scores. Hypothesizing the directionality

of the correlations for the various employment categories

is more spectulative . It seems reasonable to assume that

the more innovative cities will have a high percentage of

employees in service related employment , wholesale and

retail sales , and manufacturing . (There are greater amounts

of these activities in larger cities and size has been

mentioned as a spark to innovation.) Likewise, if education

and innovation are related, it follows that cities with

higher percentages in educational services will be more in-

novative. The percentages involved in construction and

government may reveal a negative relationship with

innovation.

Cities falling into the resort category should have

the highest innovation scores, followed by manufacturing ,

retailing , and education cities. Armed forces cities

should have the lowest innovation scores. The other classi-

fications should fall within the range set by these

categories

.
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Government Stability

Seldom is the theoretical construct "government sta-

bility" analyzed as to its impact upon innovation adoption.

The work of Bingham (1976a) and Downs (1976) lands the

closest when they discuss organizational environments. But

still, characteristics of the organizational environment

tend to concentrate upon the existence of professionalism

in the organization, the availability of slack resources,

and so forth.

Thus, in this category especially, this research charts

new territory. Government stability is represented by:

(1) the number of years the city has had its present

governmental form (mayor-council or council-manager)

,

(2) the term of office for the council, and

(3) whether the council terms overlap.

Much of the innovation research has touted the role of

the executive as influential in explaining the adoption of

innovation. The effect of executive leadership on the fate

of fluoridation referenda (Rosenthal and Grain, 1966) and

the importance of individual "cosmopoliteness" in the

motivation to adopt innovations (Mohr, 1969) are but two

representative works. (One might also note Downs' (1976)

finding that the ideology of an agency director occupies a

central position in innovation adoption. Downs, like

Rosenthal and Grain, studied a single innovation, thus

generalizations remain cautious endeavors.)



To get at the role of leadership in adopting innovative

policies, a measure of (4) administrative stability was

calculated using city manager tenure. The measurement was

the number of years the city manager had served as of 1973.

(Thirty of the 38 sample cities have the council-manager

form of government.)

Propositions

The innovative place propositions constructed to this

point project a city with a middle to upper class populace,

experiencing growth pressures, dependent upon tourism, with

a decentralized power structure. Elements of stability are

introduced into this vision by long-time city managers and

council members with four year terms serving to spur innova-

tion. Linking the newness of governmental form to innova-

tion is more problematic. One might anticipate higher

innovation scores in cities where the council terms are

nonoverlapping , thus allowing for abrupt shifts in policy.

Government Structure

One aspect of governmental structure that consistently

appears in innovation studies is governmental form; however,

it is frequently treated as the dependent variable. The

presence of the city manager form has been considered in-

novative (McVoy, 1940; Lineberry and Fowler, 1967; Scott,

1968). In this research, components of governmental struc-

ture function as independent variables impacting upon the

adoption of innovative policies. Included are:



(1) governmental form (mayor-council or council-

manager), (2) mayoral selection mechanisms, (3) the

kind of vote the mayor has on the city council/

commission, and (4) the extent of the mayor's

authority over city operations.

Propositions

Council-manager systems are generally thought to be

more innovative structures, despite the Lineberry and

Fowler (1967) work which demonstrated that mayor-council

cities were more responsive entities. In this study the

proposition is that council-manager cities will reveal

higher innovation scores. Strong mayor cities (with a

mayor elected by the people , who votes on all council is -

sues , and has authority over the city's operation ) should

produce lower innovation rates.

Professionalism

To arrive at a notion of the organizational environ-

ment in city government, two measures of professionalism

were calculated. As has been pointed out, professionalism

is frequently linked to the propensity to adopt innovations,

(1) The number of municipal employees per 10,000

population provides a general indication of pro-

fessionalism while (2) the number of professional

planning staff lends more specificity to the con-

cept. Planner tend to be thought of as "idea" people

in city government.
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Propositions

Hired expertise should provide an impetus for innova-

tion. Greater numbers of municipal employees albeit a

crude measure should be linked to higher innovation scores.

Larger planning staffs should lead to more innovation,

especially in environmental policy.

Government Expenditures

Government expenditures, too, have served researchers

as dependent variables primarily as a gauge of a government

entity's commitment to a policy area. Socioeconomic vari-

ables such as urbanization, industrialization, income and

education were found to be more important in predicting

policy choices (expenditures) than were political system

factors (Dye, 1966). In this research government expendi-

tures are treated as independent variables with the potential

for explaining variation in innovation scores.

An overall summary indicator is used (1) per capita

general expenditures, along with (2) culture and

recreation expenditures, e.g., participant and spec-

tator recreation, special facilities and parks, and

(3) economic environment expenditures, e.g., welfare,

employment opportunity and development, veterans

services, and housing. Individual expenditure

items include (4) highway expenditures, (5) police

and fire spending, (6) parks and recreation spending.
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(7) library expenditures, and (8) expenditures for

comprehensive community development planning.

Propositions

Overall, a high spending city will be more innovative.

However, when broken down into expenditure categories, both

highway spending and police and fire expenditures should be

negatively correlated with innovation. Parks and recreation

spending and library expenditures should produce high

positive correlations with innovation.

Fiscal Stability

Of increasing concern is the amount of fiscal stress

experienced by the city. The ability of the city to with-

stand a fluctuating national economy is important. Three

variables contribute to fiscal stability:

(1) the size of the city debt, (2) the proportion of

that debt which is nonguaranteed , and (3) the per-

centage of municipal general revenue that is provided

by the city's own sources.

Propositions

One would anticipate higher innovation scores among

fiscally stable cities; thus negative correlations should

be found with debt. A positive association between per-

centage general revenue from own sources and percentage

nonguaranteed debt and innovation is to be expected.
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Findings

The zero order correlations and mean innovation scores

are presented in Tables 4-2 and 4-3. A striking element in

the results for the standardized innovation score is the

fate of the hypotheses for the political culture variables.

The percentage foreign stock is significant but in a non-

hypothesized direction. Percentage black, heterogeneity,

and liberalism, although they are in the hypothesized direc-

tion, are not significant. Native population and per capita

income approach but do not attain significance levels.

Higher median age is associated with higher innovation

scores. The median education hypothesis is rejected.

To sum up, there is complexity surrounding these in-

dicators beyond mere public versus private regardingness

.

Even linking income and education as measures of social

status, a convention common in determinants research, is

inappropriate for innovation. The foreign stock correlation

presages a greater role for city size than has been

hypothesized

.

For the policy clusters, the lack of relationships

is surprising. Percentage foreign stock and civil rights

adoptions are associated, as is liberalism, with civil

rights and citizen input adoptions. The environmental

policy cluster is more supportive of the public regarding-

ness ethos with a low percentage of native population and

higher per capita income. Higher median age is also

associated with environmental adoptions.
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In the turbulence measures, the notion of growth pres-

sures suffers a setback. Only percentage residence in same

house reveals a significant hypothesized relationship with

the standardized innovation score. However, for adoption

of environmental innovations, rapidly increasing population

is a significant factor. Black population growth, as

hypothesized, is associated with civil rights innovations,

and also with open government and citizen input innovations.

The only other variable with a significant relationship is

the percentage change in the number of municipal employees;

cities with smaller increases have adopted more open gov-

ernment innovations. Overall, growth pressures do not

serve as prerequisites to nonenvironmental innovation

adoption.

City size (1970 population) is significantly positively

associated with all types of innovation adoption except

environmental. The strength of the relationship is out-

standing. If one is presented with a sample of cities and

is in need of a cursory way of separating innovative from

noninnovative places, city size is the differentiating

variable to use.

While older cities are more likely to adopt open gov-

ernment innovations, younger cities adopt more environmental

innovations. Cities which reached 25,000 in population

prior to the Depression exhibit the highest mean innova-

tion scores in all cases except environmental. (City age

correlates fairly highly with city size.)
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Community integration variables produce no significant

zero order relationships, percentage owner occupied housing

moves in a nonhypothesized direction. Assuming that unem-

ployment rates and percentage of home ownership accurately

mirror community integration, disintegration in the city

may not preclude innovation after all.

As was anticipated, percentage below the poverty level

is negatively associated with adoption of environmental in-

novations. Poverty, however, is not associated with the

other innovation scores. This leads to questioning of the

assumption that cities with poorer populations do not have

the conimunity resources necessary to support innovation.

Tourism fails to produce the hypothesized relation-

ships. One might suggest that in tourist-oriented places,

strong nongovernmental organizations, e.g., the local Chamber

of Commerce, provide a portion of the amenities, thus re-

lieving the burden on the municipal government.

Of the physical environment variables, only land area

is significant (with open government and citizen input

scores). The results for density evince no clear trend.

Central cities reveal higher innovation scores virtually

across the board--only for environmental adoptions do the

suburban cities edge ahead. (Central cities tend to be

larger and older than suburban or independent cities.) The

results for the region variable cause rejection of the

"lead" region notion. Central Florida cities have higher

innovation scores in three categories. North Florida cities
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in two. Only in civil rights innovations do South Florida

cities lead.

Decentralized power structures, as represented by the

mean number of candidates per municipal race, are strongly

related to not only the standardized innovation score but

environmental and citizen input adoptions as well. The MPO

ratio, reflecting power dispersion, is not a factor in

innovation adoption. Turnout rates, another component of

political competition, do not seem to have a similar impact,

instead they have a negative relationship with civil rights

adoptions. The contestability of elections, too, produces

problematic findings.

Economic diversity variables offer conflicting results.

The worker inonworker ratio is significant only for environ-

mental policies, manufacturing for open government adoptions,

percentage in services for environmental adoptions, and

percentage in construction (negative) for citizen input

policies. Drawing implications from these data is confound-

ing.

Conclusions are clearer when cities are put into func-

tional classifications. Armed forces cities, as well as

retailing-government cities, have consistently low innova-

tion scores. Diversified retailing-resort cities are high

on life style innovations as well as the standardized in-

novation score. Resort cities have higher environmental

adoption levels as anticipated. Civil rights and citizen

input innovations are adopted more often in manufacturing
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cities. Diversified retailing cities lead in adopting open

government innovations.

None of the government stability indicators reveal

significant relationships with innovation. That city manager

tenure is not related to the adoption of amenity policy in-

novation contradicts most of the current assumptions of the

role of city managers. Unexpectedly, strong mayor cities

have higher innovation scores than city manager cities,

with the exception of environmental innovation scores.

City managers are not functioning as change agents. The

strong mayor relationship is variable across the remaining

government structure indicators. Perhaps the indicators

are not measuring the same phenomenon.

As expected, the number of municipal employees is

positively related to open government, civil rights, and

citizen input innovations. The results for the professional

planning staff variable, however, cause rejection of the

hypothesis. Thus, having a corps of professional planners

does not appear to be a prerequisite for innovation. This

finding is interesting alongside the prevailing view of

planners as future-oriented visionaries in local government.

With regard to government expenditures, only two cate-

gories produce any significant results. The parks and

recreation expenditures variable is significant in the

hypothesized direction; however, the positive correlation

between police and fire spending and innovation is remark-

able. Police and fire spending is supposed to represent a
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"need" variable; thus in an amenities city, police and fire

spending will be a smaller proportion of the total expendi-

tures (Eulau and Eyestone, 1968). These data dispute that

allegation. Highway expenditures approach significance in

the hypothesized direction.

Fiscal stability does not appear to be related to in-

novation, except in a few nonhypothesized instances. This

finding plays havoc with assertions of slack resources as

a trigger for innovative activity. Had the correlations

been significant in the nonhypothesized direction, one

might speculate about fiscal pressures as a prelude to

risk taking.

Partial Correlational Analysis

Partial correlational analysis was conducted for

several sets of variables in which there was a reason to

suspect a spurious relationship. Spuriousness in this case

refers to the intercorrelation of independent variables

that individually show up as highly correlated with innova-

tion. For example, would the high positive correlation

between political competition as measured by the average

number of candidates per race evaporate when city size is

controlled? Of major concern is the population variable

because of its extremely strong relationship with the

standardized innovation score. Perhaps the other variables

that show up as significant are being pulled along by city
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For the standardized innovation score, when the ef-

fects of city size were controlled, the relationship between

innovation and percentage foreign stock was strengthened

slightly (from .28 to .29). No change was evident for

innovation and political competition as the correlation

remained at .29. Holding population constant greatly

strengthened the negative relationship between innovation

and percentage residence in the same house (from -.27 to

-.37). A strengthening of the association emerged for

innovation and parks and recreation expenditures (from .32

to . 39) .

The correlations of open government innovation and the

two professionalism measures showed a contrasting pattern.

The correlation of open government innovations and municipal

employees evaporated when city size was held constant (from

.35 to .04). City size, therefore, explains the relation-

ship. Professional planning staff, conversely, registered

a significantly negative relationship with open government

innovation. Yet it apparently has no association with

population because controlling for city size reduced the

correlation only slightly (from -.35 to -.33). Obviously

the number of municipal employees and the number of pro-

fessional planning staff are disparate measures of pro-

fessionalism.

For life style innovations, a strengthening of the

assocation with parks and recreation expenditures occurred

when city size was controlled (from .32 to .37). Few other

variables were linked to life style innovations.
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In the environmental policy cluster the concern was

more exploratory--city size was not related to innovation.

The percentage of the inhabitants who are native Floridians

was the most significant variable--and in a negative direc-

tion. When its effects were held constant, the partial

correlations produced showed a decrease in the strength of

the relationship between environmental innovation and these

variables: population change 1960-70 (from .39 to .22),

years incorporated (from -.4 3 to -.12), per capita median

income 1972 (from .35 to .00), median age (from .33 to .07),

and percentage below the poverty level (from -.34 to .04).

In other words, the number of native Floridians explains

the relationship between environmental innovation and

these variables. For political competition, there is

virtually no change (from .36 to .35) when native Floridians

is the control.

These variables demonstrate the degree to which the

proportion of native Floridians in the city is linked to

other characteristics. The more native Floridians, the

smaller the population change 1960-70, the older the city

and the younger the median age. These relationships have

a logic about them. The areas in Florida experiencing

greatest in-migration are newer cities with a high propor-

tion of non-Floridians already residing there. Places

with native Floridians have lower incomes and thus more

poverty. These findings fit the pattern popularized by

informal observers.
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The relationship of civil rights and liberalism is

strengthened when black population change is controlled

(from .29 to .39). Controlling city size has little effect

(from .29 to .25). Similarly, the negative relationship of

civil rights and voter turnout is affected only slightly by

holding city size constant (from -.29 to -.30).

For citizen input innovations, the number of municipal

employees per 10,000 population was a control. The results

were a strengthening of the relationship with liberalism

(from .31 to .38) and a weakening of the correlation with

black population change (from .40 to .38). When city size

served as the control, the results were reversed: liberal-

ism dropped (from .31 to .25) and black population change

improved (from .40 to .44). In looking at the relationship

of citizen input innovations and political competition (as

measured by the mean number of candidates per race) , a

strengthening occurs when held constant are city size (from

.38 to .43) and number of municipal employees per 10,000

population (from .38 to .50).

Employing partial correlational analysis has revealed

the spuriousness of some of the zero order correlations and

the suppression of other relationships. City size emerges

as the variable having the greatest contaminating effect.

Explaining Variance in Innovation Scores

Regression is useful in explaining variance in innova-

tion scores. Rather than entering all of the variables
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into a multiple correlation equation, the data set was

streamlined by selecting variables to represent particular

categories. The variables that were eliminated were highly

correlated with another variable left in the analysis. The

individual variables included in the equation did not

exhibit excessive intercorrelation

.

The hypothesis is that certain variables in (1) the

community environment and (2) the political system explain

the variation in innovation scores among Florida cities.

This hypothesis is derived from the model posited at the

beginning of Chapter IV.

Community environmental variables representing differ-

ent aspects of political culture include: percentage foreign

stock, percentage black and percentage state natives as

measures of heterogeneity, income and median education as

indicators of social class, and Democratic vote as a measure

of liberalism. Turbulence variables included overall

population change from 1960-1970 as a raw growth factor,

black population change as a measure of qualitative growth,

and percentage residency as a mobility measure. City size

and the length of incorporation were retained as community

differentiation and continuity indicators. Proportion

unemployed served as a measure of community integration.

Tourism gauged the influx of nonresidents pursuing

leisure activities into the community. Density represented

the spatial configuration of the city. Economic diversity

measures were included: percentage involved in manufacturing,
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in wholesale and retail sales, services, educational serv-

ices, construction, and government.

Political system variables included indicators of

community power concentration: political competition and

citizen participation. Government stability is measured

by the number of years since the city adopted its present

governmental form and the amount of time the city manager

(in those systems) has held office. Professionalism in

city government is represented by the number of municipal

employees per 10,000 population and the number of profes-

sional planning staff.

Per capita general city expenditures allow classifica-

tion of a city as high or low spending. Other expenditure

levels act as measures of commitment to certain activities:

highway expenditures, police/fire expenditures, parks/

recreation expenditures, and library expenditures. Fiscal

stability variables included per capita debt, percentage

nonguaranteed debt, and percentage general revenue from

own sources.

As measured by adjusted R Square (adjusted for sample

12
size and the number of independent variables) , these

community environmental variables explain 58 percent of the

variance in the standardized innovation score: city size,

percentage native, percentage in educational services, per-

centage in manufacturing, percentage below the poverty

level, percentage in wholesale/retail sales, percentage

black, and Democratic vote.
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Political system variables are not as helpful in ex-

plaining innovation score variance. The best equation is

composed of two variables and accounts for only 10 percent

of the variance. The variables are police and fire ex-

13
penditures and highway spending.

Sixty-six percent of the variance in open government

innovation scores is accounted for by these community

environmental variables: city size, percentage in manu-

facturing, Democratic vote, percentage in construction,

density, number of years incorporated, percentage of native

Floridians, and percentage black.

Political system variables again are less powerful in

their contribution to variance explanation. Only 21 percent

of the variance is explained by: the number of professional

planners on staff , voter turnout, highway spending, amount

of nonguaranteed debt, police and fire spending, and per-

centage of general revenue from city funding sources.

In explaining variation in life style innovation scores,

the community environmental variables accounting for 49 per-

cent of the difference are: city size, percentage of native

Floridians, Democratic vote, percentage of foreign stock,

percentage employed in service-related occupations, per-

centage in manufacturing, percent unemployed, and number of

years incorporated.

A combination of expenditure measures and government

stability indicators is useful when looking to the political

system for variance explanations for life style innovations.
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Expenditures for parks/recreation and libraries along with

city manager stability explain 25 percent of the variance

in life style scores.

The variance in environmental innovation scores is

accounted for largely by community environmental variables

representative of political culture. The variables ex-

plaining 44 percent are: percentage of native Floridians,

percent black, black population growth, percentage in

services, median education and liberalism.

Again, expenditure variables take the largest share of

the political system's contribution to explaining environ-

mental innovation variance. Twenty-six percent is explained

by these variables: police/fire expenditures, highway

spending, administrative stability, and library expenditures,

A different set of community environmental variables

explains differences in civil rights innovation scores.

Their total contribution is a relatively low 28 percent.

The variables are: city size, percentage below the poverty

level, liberalism, black population change, overall popula-

tion change, income, and unemployment.

Civil rights innovation is the sole case in which

political system variables have greater explanatory power

than do community environmental variables. This too marks

the first instance where fiscal stability measures, pro-

fessionalism, and community power link up in accounting for

innovation. These variables explain 56 percent of the

variance in civil rights innovation scores: voter turnout,
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number of municipal employees, debt, planning staff,

political competition, nonguaranteed debt, parks/recreation

spending, and general expenditures.

Five community environmental measures account for 64

percent of the variance in citizen input scores. The

variables are: city size, percentage below the poverty

level, percentage in construction, black population change,

and Democratic vote.

When political system variables are entered into a

regression equation, 31 percent of the variance in citizen

input scores is explained by four variables. The variables

are the number of municipal employees, political competition,

debt, and highway expenditures.

Conclusion

The findings demonstrate that the prerequisites ap-

proach has some utility in explaining innovation. That is,

variables in the community environment and in the political

system can be associated with innovativeness . This does

not resolve the prerequisites-diffusion dichotomy rather it

emphasizes the prerequisites approach as a partial explana-

tion.

The data analysis leads to these conclusions:

(1) Many of the independent variables frequently

associated with municipal expenditure patterns fail to

produce significant relationships when the dependent vari-

able is innovation. This suggests that spending and

innovating are disparate processes.
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(2) The variables important for adoption of one type

of innovation will not maintain that significance across

the range of policy types. Even within a relatively homo-

geneous set of policies--amenities--there is wide variation.

(3) Larger cities tend to be more innovative despite

policy type; the sole exception is environmental innovation.

This holds true for older places and central cities as well.

No doubt a link among size, age, and centrality exists.

(4) The sole turbulence measure related to innovation

adoption is rapidly increasing black population and only in

three specific policy clusters. Thus growth does not serve

as a spur to amenity innovation.

(5) The results vary if by community power structure

one is referring to dispersion of systemic power or partici-

pation in the electoral process. Cities with a high degree

of political competition as measured by the number of can-

didates per race tend toward innovation. Perhaps it is a

function of the kinds of choices offered the electorate.

(6) Reform governments (council-manger) are not more

innovative than strong mayor cities. Controlling for city

size effectively diminishes this finding.

(7) No economic factor can be isolated as a prerequi-

site to innovation generally. Cities with large numbers of

armed forces and civilian government personnel (as com-

pared to other occupational endeavors) are not places of

innovation.
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(8) Overall, professionalism does not function in the

same manner for amenities as it has been reported to do for

other policy innovations. If the gross measure of number

of municipal employees is used, professionalism can be

linked to adopting open government, civil rights, and citizen

input innovations.

(9) Environmental innovations, in their consistent role

as exceptions to the rule, appear to be of a different

nature than the other innovations. They may be moving from

amenities to necessities what with increased environmental

awareness

.

(10) Generally, if one is searching for a cue to innova-

tion levels, police and fire expenditures serve as rep-

resentative indicators. This is not the case for open gov-

ernment and citizen input policies.

Armed with these conclusions, a logical subsequent

activity is pursuit of the diffusion approach. After gaug-

ing the comparability of adopters and nonadopters on selected

indicators (Chapter V) , diffusions will be explored (Chapter

VI) .

Notes

'The use of standard scores is justified in that the

R^s reported in Chapter III left from 8 percent to 24 per-

cent of the variance in scoring mechanisms unexplained.

^Because total information was available in computing

the innovation incidence score, it is based on 46 innovative

policies. The two remaining scoring mechanisms are based on

a 34 policy score and a 46 policy score is .95. Thus little

information is lost by using the smaller set of innovations.
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3
For the most part, the independent variables were

culled from Profiles of Individual Cities in The Municipal
Year Book and from the Count y City Data Book . These sources
rely heavily upon Census data. Variables emanating from
other sources are noted.

"Political culture" is the nomenclature used by urban
researchers in referring to variables associated with homo-
geneity in a community. Aiken and Alford (1970a, b) employ
this designation in their research.

The percentage reflects the county vote totals which
have been interpreted as an approximation of the vote within
the incorporated municipality. This technique has been
utilized by Aiken and Alford (1970a, b).

The public regarding/private regarding notion was
popularized by VJilson and Banfield (1964).

-7

Tourism data is available annually in the Florida
Statistical Abstract . The data reported here are 1968
vintage as found in the 1970 Abstract.

o
Florida has experienced protracted debate as to the

most expedient way to regionalize the state. Cities com-
plain that their assignment to districts or regions varies
according to function. The regions used in this research
reflect the divisions used by the Orlando Sentinel Star
newspaper in a statewide poll on casino gambling prior to

the November 1978 general election.

There are three metropolitan types: central cities
(their names are in the Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area title) , suburban cities (located within an SMSA) , and
independent cities (located outside an SMSA) . The 1976
The Municipal Year Book contains this inform.ation.

Variables (2) culture and recreation spending,
(3) economic environment expenditures, and (8) spending
for comprehensive community development planning refer to

the 1974-75 fiscal year— a time frame that coincides with
that of the policy innovations. Thus one should be wary of
assigning causative status to these independent variables.
They are included for comparability, not for their explana-
tory power. This same caveat applies to the physical en-
vironment expenditure variable discussed earlier.

The purpose of the streamlining exercise was to reduce
the massive set of independent variables to a more manage-
able number. Eliminated were variables that tended to be

somewhat redundant.
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12 2
Adusted R is the variance measure reported throughout

the regression results. This is a more conservative estimate
adjusted for the sample size and the number of independent
variables

.

13Early research by political scientists into predictors
of government expenditure levels, too, was characterized by
the failure of political variables to provide much explana-
tion. Dye (1966) reported similar findings. There is some
argument that this finding underscores the unavailability
of "good" political system variables.



CHAPTER V
ADOPTERS VERSUS NONADOPTERS

Assembling the data from the perspective of the adopters

versus the nonadopters of the individual policies is a

meaningful exercise. Adopters are simply those cities that

have adopted the innovation; nonadopters have not yet done

so. Of interest are the variables that differentiate

between the two groups.

The advantage of this approach lies in the opportunity

it presents to explore the presence or absence of aggrega-

tion bias in the multiple innovation design. That is, will

trends that developed when looking at innovative policies

as a composite persist when the items are disaggregated

into individual policies? Beyond that initial question,

will the same variables appear in one of the adoption

categories with any regularity?

It seems reasonable to assume that aggregating the

innovative policies has masked individual peculiarities

that, if discovered, could contribute to the understanding

of innovation. Upon a similar argument rests the case that

Downs and Mohr (1975) build in favor of single innovation

studies. Their position, as explained in an earlier chapter,

is that a focus upon single innovations will serve to

diminish the instability in innovation research findings.

118
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Thus not only will the adopter versus nonadopter exercise

add to an understanding of amenity innovation in Florida

cities, it will offer an insight into the validity of the

Downs and Mohr argument.

Findings

The mean values for selected variables for the adopt-

ers and nonadopters of specific innovative policies are

presented in Table 5-1. The policies that have been adopted

2
by less than five cities have been deleted from the array.

Only those variables which demonstrated significantly

different values for the adopters and the nonadopters are

included in the table.

The significant indicators vary for the individual

innovative policies. Clearly, city size appears most fre-

quently in the list of significant variables. However,

the direction of city size is not constant.

Adopters of comprehensive codes of ethics, public

records management, human relations comniissions , street

graphics ordinances, antismoking ordinances, restoration

ordiances, recreational vehicle parking restrictions, his-

torical preservation, downtown development commissions,

open space regulations, adult entertainment ordinances,

neighborhood preservation, ombudsmen, and decentralization

have significantly larger populations than nonadopters.

But, nonadopters of city employee residency requirements,

tree protection ordinances, noise abatement ordinances.
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Table 5-1. Mean Values of Independent Variables for
Adopters and Nonadopters

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Comprehensive Code of Ethics

City size 76,579 175,857 54,161 9.18***
(1970 population)

Density 3718 4271 3594 5.14***

% over 65 years 17.5 22.8 16.3 3.69*

% change in
income 23.0 28.8 21.7 8.32***

Library
expenditures 2.0 2.3 2.0 12.74***

% general reve-
nue own sources 73.6 74.1 73.4 2.97*

Administrative
stability 6.3 4.8 6.7 16.34***

Tourism 5.7 4.0 6.2 8.65*

Public Records Management

City size
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Table 5-1 . --Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

City Employee Residency Requirement

City size 76,579 35,333 84,312 47.55

% educational
services

% population
change 1960-70
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Table 5-1 . --Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

% educational
services

Human Relations Commission (continued)

8.3 8.6 8.2 3.10*

General
expenditures 145.9 149.4 144.5 4.56*

Tourism 5.7 4.2 6.4 4,42*

% nonguaranteed
debt 11.2 25.5 4.5 5.32***

Street Graphics Ordinance

Years
incorporated 73.9 70.5

City size 76,579 83,064

% population
change 1960-70 92.5 104.0

Black popula-
tion change 24.8 28.3

Income 4301 4455

Parks/rec

.

expenditures 11.9 12.6

Library
expenditures 2.0 1.8

% change in
municipal
employees 26.0 24.6 32.0 7.08*

Municipal em-
ployees/10,000 1420 1572 757 11.03**

89.1
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Table 5-1 . --Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Tree Protection Ordinance

76,579
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Table 5-1. —Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Citizen Advisory Board (continued)

% poverty
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Table 5-1. —Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Antismoking Ordinance (continued)

1.9
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Table 5-1 . --Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

"Junk" Accumulation Ordinance (continued)

% change in
income' 23.0 23.2 22.8 5.02**

% educational
services 8
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Table 5-1. —Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Garage Sales Ordinance (continued)

% wholesale/
retail sales

% construction

MPO ratio

4.5
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Table 5-1 . --Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Political Sign Ordinance (continued)

% services 13.0 14.0 11.8 3.46*

% educational
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Table 5-1. —Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Downtown Development Commission

City Size
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Table 5-1. —Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Dwelling Unit Limits (continued)

% government 16.5 14,4 18.4 4.02**

Tourism 5.7 8.2 3.9 3.91**

Staged Growth Mechanisms

% population
change 1960-
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Table 5-1. —Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Adult Entertainment Ordinance (continued)

% educational
services 8.3 9.3 7.8 2.86*

% white collar:
service

,

clerical 28.1 28.7 27.7 4.03*

Architectural Surveys

Years
incorporated 73.9 68.0 78.2 3.86**

City size 76,579 111,312 51,318 6.31***

% change in
income 23.0 25.8 21.0 5.28***

% educational
services 8.3 7.0 9.3 10.02***

% government 16.5 13.5 18.7 15.41***

Citizen Reports

% change in
income

% manufacturing

% educational
services

Tourism

23.0
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Table 5-1 . --Continued

Mean for
All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F ValueVariable

Density

Neighborhood Preservation (continued]

Parks/rec

.

expenditures

% change in
municipal
employees

Tourism

3718

11.9

3622

14.0

3850

8.9

3.34*

3.85*

26.0
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Table 5-1 . --Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Ombudsman (continued)

Median education
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Table 5-1.—Continued

Mean for
Variable All Cities Adopters Nonadopters F Value

Cooperative Agreements Re Natural Resources (continued)

% educational
services 8.3 6.4 8.8 7.31*

Municipal em-
ployees/10,000 1420 2549 1122 3.22*

Citizen Surveys

% population
change 1960-70
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citizen advisory boards, beautif ication ordinances, "junk"

accumulation regulations, dwelling unit limits, landscaping

of developed parcels, sunset laws, and impact fees are the

larger cities.

To confound the findings further, there are the innova-

tions for which city size is not a significant factor:

ordinances relating to antidiscrimination, handgun control,

cultural arts, garage sales, political signs, massage

parlors, staged growth mechanisms, adult living accommoda-

tions, citizen reports, cooperative agreements re natural

resources, citizen surveys, and administrative procedures.

Yet, as shown in Chapter IV, when the innovative

policies are aggregated into a composite measure or topical

clusters, city size produces a high positive correlation

3with them. (As noted, the exception is the environmental

policy cluster.) Thus even within a common subset of

innovations--amenities--there is the instability that Downs

and Mohr (1975) have attacked as the bane of innovation

research.

Population growth from 1960-1970 has a more stable

relationship with the innovations. Of the nine instances

in which a significantly different growth rate exists for

the adopters and the nonadopters, the rapidly growing

. 4cities are adopters in seven cases.

Cities with higher tourist to resident ratios con-

sistently appear in the nonadopter column (adopters = 4,

nonadopters - 12) . But the innovations for which a higher
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tourism score is associated with adoption are: beautifica-

tion ordinances, political sign ordinances, dwelling unit

limits, and neighborhood preservation. All of these items

address, at least in part, visual aesthetics--a legitimate

concern for those cities dependent upon tourism.

Two of the employment variables, percentage of the

civilian labor force involved in (1) educational services,

and (2) government, frequently appear in tandem among the

significant variables. (Educational services and government

appear together nine times, educational services alone eight

times, government alone twice.) When both variables are

significant for a specific innovative policy, their move-

ment is in the same direction. That is, cities with a

greater proportion of their labor force in educational

services and government are adopters of handgun sales con-

trols while nonadopters have fewer citizens involved in

both of those employment categories.

The percentage change in income variable is significant-

ly different for the two groups quite regularly; however,

it fails to generate a consistent pattern across the in-

novations. For some policies, the adopting cities have

experienced a greater rise in income; in other cases, the

adopting cities change in income is below the mean.

Per capita general expenditure figures fail to dif-

ferentiate between adopters and nonadopters in most cases.

When general expenditures are significant, higher spending

figures are just as likely to occur among adopters as
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nonadopters. This phenomenon does not hold true for parks

and recreation expenditures. Although the variables appears

infrequently, adopters, without exception, are spending

significantly more for parks and recreation than nonadopters.

The converse is true for highway expenditures. In its

limited appearances among differentiating variables, above

the mean spending for highways is a characteristic of the

nonadopters

.

Some variables are worthy of speculation due to their

limited value in differentiating between adopters and non-

adopters. Citizen participation, as measured by voter

turnout, emerges only once. Voter turnout is significantly

lower in cities that have adopted the adult living accommo-

dation ordinance than in nonadopting cities. This ordinance,

with its alteration of the traditional single family resi-

dence definition, carries the potential for controversy.

It is interesting that adoption is occurring in political

systems marked by lower voter turnout.

The white collar workers (service and clerical) variable

differentiates between adopters and nonadopters of cultural

arts commissions but in an unanticipated manner. Nonadopters

have a greater proportion of their work force in white col-

lar occupations than do the adopters. This finding flies

in the face of assumptions linking indicators of social

class with particular life styles.

Administrative stability (city manager tenure) too has

limited utility. It is significant for only five innovations;
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codes of ethics, city employee residency requirements, noise

control ordinances, beautif ication ordinances, and restora-

tion ordinances. In each case except the last, greater

levels of administrative stability are found among the

nonadopters of the innovations. This leads to speculation

about the role of city managers as initiators of (or

scapegoats for) new policy. The data are too premature to

warrant supposition about short-term managers as risk

takers and long-term managers as reactors.

Still, questions about the alleged relationship between

professionalism and innovation remain. The size of the

planning staff fails to differentiate except among adopters

and nonadopters of downtown development commissions. Here

too the result challenges popular assumptions: large

planning staffs are found in cities that have not created

downtown development commissions. This seeming contradic-

tion may be explained by the suspicion among the planners

that the commission could develop a rival vision of the

downtown ' s future

.

The other measures of professionalisra--the number of

municipal employees per 10,000 population and the percen-

tage change in the number of municipal employees--provide

additional obfuscation. For some policies, having large

numbers of employees (or above average growth in employee

ranks) is associated with adoption; in other cases, cities

with fewer employees (or lower employee growth) are innovat-

ing. One hesitates to draw even cursory conclusions beyond

the obvious variability.
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One of the nagging questions which the data serve to

allay involves the relationship of city size to the other

independent variables. When population is treated as a

key variable in explaining innovation, there is concern

that other significant variables, such as density and foreign

stock, are merely statistical artifacts of city size.

Larger cities are, by their nature, more dense and harbor

greater proportions of foreign stock or so the reasoning

goes

.

From Table 5-1 it is clear that (1) these variables do

not consistently appear together and (2) when they are sig-

nificantly different for an individual innovation, they do

not covary in the same direction in every instance. For

example, although larger cities adopt public records man-

agement programs, adopting cities are less dense and have

fewer foreign stock than nonadopters. Although density

and foreign stock do not fall in the "adopters" or "non-

adopters" categories with any regularity, when one is

above (below) the mean, the other is likewise.

The finding that variables unrelated to city size are

significant is further evidence of the weakness in the

statistical artifact argument. Variables such as adminis-

trative stability, proportion elderly population, percentage

change in income, population change, tourism, percentage

general revenue from own sources are seldom considered

concomitants of city size.
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Interpreting the subsets of variables for each innova-

tive policy is a problematic endeavor. The number of sig-

nificant variables for the innovations ranges from one

(per capita general expenditures) for uniform administrative

procedures to eleven for the ombudsman.

Focusing on specific innovations is illustrative.

Adopters of open space requirements are the larger, more

dense cities that experienced intense population growth

during the 1960s. Clearly then, adoption of open space

requirements is in reaction to growth pressures rather than

in anticipation of them. The adopting cities also have

fewer elderly residents proportionately, less foreign stock,

and a higher median education level than the nonadopters.

These indicators, although possessing internal coherence,

are difficult to reconcile with growth pressures. They

appear to fit higher socioeconomic status cities although

income and occupation variables are absent. The number of

municipal employees also differentiates between adopters

and nonadopters.

Cities that have adopted sunset provisions are older,

but smaller and less dense than their counterparts. They

have experienced greater increases in black population and

income than nonadopters. Adopters have less foreign stock,

lower median incomes, and fewer municipal employees. The

political system in adopting cities is more decentralized

than in nonadopting cities. It is the interplay of these

variables that, according to the prerequisites theory.
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composes the unique demand for adoption of sunset provisions,

But it remains difficult to translate these variables into

a city classification scheme.

Conclusion

There is a great amount of variability in the subset

of indicators that differentiates between adopters and

nonadopters of specific innovations. Not only are different

variables significant for the different policies, when one

variable appears with regularity, its assignment to the

adopter - nonadopter columns varies with the policy. Thus

disaggregating innovation provides no common pattern of

differentiating variables. Each innovative policy retains

a uniqueness that defies facile classification.

These findings echo Downs and Mohr (1975). Instability

is the outstanding characteristic in the data. Thus far,

only primary attributes of the cities have been under con-

sideration. (Primary attributes are those characteristics

of the city that do not change despite the innovation, e.g.,

city size growth rate, expenditures, economic diversity, and

the remainder of the independent variables.) It seems

plausible that instability would increase further when

secondary attributes— characteristics of the city that shift

according to the innovation, e.g., a triggering event,

commitment of the initiator, organized opposition, and so

on— are considered.
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These conditions make the trade-off of generalizability

versus case study stability an onerous decision. This

dilemma will be pursued in Chapter VII.

In Chapter VI, the utility of the diffusion explana-

tion of innovation will be explored. It is anticipated

that it will provide insight not available from the pre-

requisites perspective.

Notes

This exercise itself is not totally devoid of an
aggregation mode. Cities are grouped into aggregate cate-
gories--adopters and nonadopters. The intention here is
to separate the innovative policies.

To include policies with limited diffusion experi-
ences would be tantamount to describing the characteristics
of the pioneer adopters. In Chapters VI and VII pioneer
adopters will receive closer scrutiny.

It should be reiterated that the policy clusters
were generated on an a priori basis and do not reflect
adoption rates.

The effects of growth tend to spark adoption of in-
novative policies. It appears that the kinds of policies
adopted by rapidly growing cities are attempts to counter-
act the negative aspects of growth.

One might be tempted to treat these two variables as
polar opposites insofar as they reflect a city's propensity
to adopt amenity innovations. They occur together, however,
only once--in recreational vehicle regulation.



CHAPTER VI
A DIFFUSION EXPLANATION

The model presented in Chapter II posited adoption of

innovation as a consequence of the interplay of prerequi-

sites, diffusion, and attributes. The prerequisites aspect

has been discussed at length and has been shown to be of

some utility in understanding innovation.

An explanation generally treated as competing in the

literature is diffusion, that is, communication and emula-

tion. Diffusion, as conceptualized in the Chapter II model,

is more properly one part of a complete explanation.

In this chapter, diffusion will be isolated and explored,

A schematic is useful.

Communication

Emulation-

Amenity
olicy
Innovation

The innovation phenomenon is frequently explained in

terms of diffusion patterns. "Research has generally shown

that the adoption of an innovation follows a normal, bell-

shaped curve when plotted over time on a frequency basis.

If the cumulative number of adopters is plotted, the result
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is an S-shaped curve" (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971) . The

S-shaped curve begins with a few initial adopters— those

experimenting with the innovation. Usage accelerates

rapidly encompassing half of the potential adopters. Gradu-

ally the adoption rate slows as the laggards adopt the

innovation.

The S-shaped pattern is interpreted as a function of

learning curves and diffusion effects. An adopter (in this

study a government entity) learns about the innovation as

it attempts to deal with a new situation. Experience is

accumulating as other government entities, facing similar

situations, adopt the innovative policy. Therefore, the

nonadopter can learn from the experiences of the adopters.

Diffusion effects occur as members of the relevant

system communicate with each other, transmitting their

adoption experiences. The pressure on the nonadopter in-

creases as other government entities address the adoption

decision. As favorable experience with the innovation grows,

more government entities adopt. One would anticipate a

leveling off of the diffusion effect after half of the

potential adopters have adopted simply because the pool of

nonadopters has shrunk.

A pure diffusion effect seldom exists, however, due to

factors limiting interaction among adopters and nonadopters.

For example, Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) cite status bar-

riers and geographical location as two potential obstacles.
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Walker (1974) and Feller and Menzel (1976) have argued

for the validity of S curves in state policy innovations

and municipal product innovations, respectively. The Feller

and Menzel data revealed that some technological innova-

tions had diffused at such rapid and complete rates that

their plots resembled exponential curves. Hagerstrand (1967]

suggests certain conditions, e.g., the information is public

rather than private, for which the S curve may not hold.

Agnew et al. (1978) reject S curve explanations for their

data in which innovations promoted by central diffusion

agencies (urban renewal and public housing) do not follow

the hypothesized pattern.

The utility of the S curve for the policy innovation

data is tested below. Eight innovations that have diffused

beyond half of the population were selected for testing.

The policies included are: (1) political sign ordinances,

(2) regulation of "junk" accumulation, (3) beautif ication

ordinances, (4) tree protection ordinances, (5) street

graphics ordinances, (6) regulation of recreational vehicle

parking, (7) open space requirements, and (8) neighborhood

preservation programs. The diffusion patterns are found in

Figures 6-1 through 6-8.

Because the policies have not reached a level of over-

all use, one might expect the diffusion patterns to reveal

only the beginnings of leveling off. That is, plotting the

adoptions will not reveal the complete S curve, rather the

initial trial use period and the accelerated spread should

appear.
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Of the policy adoption plots, the beautif ication

ordinance approaches an S curve fit. It experienced a

decade of limited usage prior to its early 1970s take-off.

It has not reached a stabilization point although it ap-

pears to be imminent.

The use of open space requirements in single and multi-

family residential areas appears to follow a classic S curve-

After initial spot usage, its gradual take-off evolved into

rapid acceleration from 1970-1973. Its rate of growth de-

clined until 1976 when it began to resemble its former ac-

celeration pattern. (In a pure S curve this deviation v/ould

not have occurred.) This reversal may prove to be a fluke

because in 1977 open space adoptions resumed their decline.

Neighborhood preservation programs too evince an S-

shaped curve, at least until 1976. A similar period of

initial use followed by rapid acceleration is present.

Although the anticipated leveling off occurred from 1974-

1976, adoption rates subsequently increased. One might

speculate about the role of federal funds in encouraging

adoption of neighborhood preservation programs, and thus

affecting the diffusion pattern.

Regulating "junk" accumulation exhibits almost a linear

trend. The yearly frequencies show an undulating pattern of

adoptions, as the total number of adopters increases. It

too is slowing as the pool of potential adopters diminishes.

Adopting political sign ordinances has been a more

gradual process, too approximating a linear pattern. In the
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last few years the adoption rate has been more rapid; how-

ever, a period of tapering off appears imminent.

Another linear relationship exists for recreational

vehicle parking policy diffusion. Its spread through the

population has occurred in a more truncated time period than

that of the other policies.

Tree protection tends toward S curve diffusion. After

a short period of experimental adoption (from one adoption

in 1966 to a total of seven in 1971), it underwent rapid

diffusion. In the next three year span, 16 additional cities

adopted the tree protection ordinance. A slowdown in adop-

tion rates appears likely.

Interpreting the diffusion pattern of street graphics

ordinances is problematic. Its initial adoptions occur too

rapidly to be labeled "trial use." The subsequent period

does evidence the accelerated rates associated with the

S-shaped curve.

In summary, the S curve explanation of innovation dif-

fusion is not universally applicable for municipal policy

adoption. It does appear appropriate in specific instances,

e.g., the adoption of beautif ication ordinances, tree pro-

tection ordinances, open space requirements, and neighbor-

hood preservation programs. Three of these innovations

share at least a common substantive basis: environmental

concern. Beautif ication ordinances, while they can involve

creation of a community appearance board, frequently take

the form of landscaping regulations. Restricting removal
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and requiring replacement of trees too is a basic element

of community environmental protection plans. Mandating open

space in residential areas is a product of the environmental

movement. Thus a similar communication network may be

functioning in ail three cases.

But this substantive link should not be overemphasized.

The non-S curve policies have their ties with the community

appearance portion of environmental issues. Limiting the

number and location of not only political signs but signs

in general, regulating "junk" accumulation, and restricting

parking and storage of recreational vehicles all aim at

lessening visual assaults.

As noted, the S curve has been shown to be appropriate

for diffusion of technological innovations (Feller and

Menzel, 1976). The findings of this research suggest that

the adoption of policy innovation may involve different

elements than does the adoption of technological innova-

tion. One might argue that the decision to adopt techno-

logical innovation is merely one of weighing the projected

increase in efficiency against the sunk costs in the on-

going system. These decisions are amenable to benefit

cost calculations.

Policy innovation, to the contrary, does not offer

readily calculable benefit cost analyses. Policy innovation

is a distinctly political process rendering it more difficult

to project benefits and costs when assessing a potential
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policy. Thus the Bingham (1975) distinction between polit-

ical and bureaucratic innovation gains greater credibility.

It has been claimed that the theoretical grounding of

policy innovation research in the technological dissemina-

tion paradigm is misguided (Clark, 1977). The notion of

"political learning capacity" was introduced as an alterna-

tive conceptual framework. Included in this is the ability

to learn not only through information exchanges with con-

temporaries, but to learn from previous policy adoptions

and to anticipate demands from the environment. A truly

innovative place will excel in these activities. The

S-shaped curve may offer too myopic a focus.

Diffusion Patterns

In the following section, the data will be examined to

determine whether either of the two typical diffusion pat-

terns is applicable to policy innovation. One pattern,

hierarchical diffusion, is identified by the early appear-

ance of innovations in the most advanced or largest units

followed by innovation adoption in successively smaller

entities (Collier and Messick, 1975). It is argued that

larger or more advanced entities possess the requisite

"slack" to facilitate experimentation. Similarly, their

relative importance in the communications network renders

these units central to the flow of information. Ultimately,

as Walker (1969) has suggested, the smaller, less advanced

units move to adjust their behavior in order to emulate
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these leaders, their models. "This involves a pattern that

is in a sense an extension of the two-step flow of communi-

cation described by Katz and Lazarsfeld and the queuing

behavior among legislators discussed by Matthews and

Stimson" (Collier and Messick, 1975:1306),

The other dissemination pattern is known as contagious

diffusion. The key element in this explanation is spatial

proximity. Those units nearest (in space) to the pioneer

adopters will adopt after the leaders but prior to units

more distant. Such a diffusion process assumes the exis-

tence of communication exchanges by geographically contigu-

ous units. This type of diffusion was noted by McVoy (1940)

in the concentric gradients of innovation. Geographers

refer to this pattern as the "neighborhood" effect.

Thus the question of interest is whether the data

produce any semblance of hierarchical or neighborhood dif-

fusion patterns. If these patterns emerge, they will pro-

vide the impetus for a reinterpretation of the determinants

findings. Perhaps as Collier and Messick (1975) and Eyestone

(1977) suggest, a prerequisites explanation is appropriate

in certain instances, diffusion in others.

The geographical location of the cities in this study

is found in Figure 6-9. The cities are classified into

three population categories: small cities with 25,000 to

50,000 population, medium sized cities between 50,000 and

100,000, and large cities with greater than 100,000 popula-

tion. The cities tend to be widely spread in North Florida;

however, population clusters occur along the central Gulf
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coast area and the populous south Atlantic coastal region.

The map also provides evidence of the city's metropolitan

type: central, suburban, and independent.

An initial appraisal of the city's propensity to adopt

innovative policies is found in Figure 6-10. The standard-

ized innovation score yielded quintiles according to innova-

tion level: very high (N = 7), high (N = 8), medium (N = 8),

low (N = 8) , very low {N - 7) .

The map underscores the tendency of independent cities

to be places of low innovation. Both the central Gulf

coast cities and the south Atlantic coastal cities exhibit

fewer instances of low innovation than one might anticipate

by chance. The cities in the highest quintile are over-

represented among the central Gulf coast communities. Three

highly innovative places exist within a 35 mile radius of

the "lead" city St. Petersburg, thus forming a pocket of

innovation. Cities in the top two quintiles dominate the

south Atlantic coast.

Figure 6-10 provides an overview of the location of the

innovative and noninnovative places. The remaining figures

(6-11 - 6-16) represent spatial adoption patterns for

specific policy innovations. The data in these tables are

based on time of adoption rather than aggregates or frequen-

cies. Thus the quintiles represent innovators, early

adopters, early majority adopters, late majority adopters,

and laggards (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). Of the eight

policies reviewed in the S curve section, six were selected
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for diffusion analysis. The two excluded lacked precise

time data, that is, month in addition to year of adoption.

It is clear from Figure 6-11 that the innovators in

adopting a street graphics ordinance are concentrated in

the mid and south Atlantic region, particularly in Dade

County. It is there the ordinance originated. Tracing its

subsequent dissemination, adoption of the ordinance moved

northward along the Atlantic coast cities and then to the

Gulf coast cities. But there is evidence of a contradictory

trend: a cluster of late innovation sites in the Dade-

Broward area and in the south Gulf coast region. It is

instructive to note that in North Florida, use of a street

graphics ordinance is rare.

In the case of street graphics ordinances, no hierarchi-

cal effect is evident. The only large population center

among the innovators is Miami. The bulk of the large cities

are clustered in the early adopters and early majority ranks.

The innovators tend to be of medium size; however, they

share a relative proximity to each other, thereby providing

evidence of a neighborhood effect. It is not a pure neigh-

borhood pattern, however, due to the interspersal of late

majority adopters within the area.

Tree protection ordinances (Figure 6-12) are products

of medium sized cities which were pioneer adopters. Geo-

graphically, pioneer adoption tended to occur in pairs in

adjacent cities. Key West is the isolated exception. Larger

cities adopted at later stages even to the degree of being
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present in the laggard and nonadopter categories. Hier-

archical diffusion can be rejected.

Looking at the central Gulf coast region, one finds

representatives of each of the quintiles. For the neigh-

borhood pattern to be valid, one would expect the cities

located nearest the innovators to adopt prior to those more

distant. The pattern is marred by early adoption by the

outlying city in the region (as well as a nearby city)

and the late and laggard adoptions in two of the nearest

locations

.

The southern region fares little better in offering a

diffusion trend other than idiosyncratic. Laggards can be

found among early majority adopters. Central Florida

emerges with follower status as an area prone to late

majority adoption of tree protection ordinances.

Leaders in adopting beautif ication ordinances (Fig-

ure 6-13) can be found in north Florida as well as along the

south Atlantic coast. The sheer distance separating the

cities in north Florida serves as an impediment to the

development of information exchange networks. The isolation

of the cities too has contributed to the lack of a leader-

follower pattern in the region. Role models do not flourish

in the area.

In south Florida, focusing on an individual county

proves instructive. Palm Beach County contains five cities

that are included in this study, all located in a north-

south array along the Atlantic coast. All of the cities
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have adopted a beautif ication/community appearance ordinance.

Boca Raton, in the southernmost part of the county, was the

pioneer adopter. The subsequent adopter. Lake Worth, is

located two cities to the north of Boca Raton. Following

its adoption, the cities on either side of Lake Worth, one

of which is the largest city in the county, adopted the

ordinance. The final city to adopt did so in the late

majority stage. These cities exist v/ithin a common legal

entity, Palm Beach County, and exchange cues with one an-

other. Knowledge of the area makes it apparent that they

consider themselves part of a community. An argument could

be advanced for the existence of a modified neighborhood

pattern.

In the North Dade-South Broward counties area, the five

cities represent elements in each of the quintiles. A pat-

tern of sequential circular diffusion exists.

The regulations on "junk" accumulation (Figure 6-14)

have been adopted by slightly over half of the sample cities.

Of the 17 cities in the Palm Beach-Broward-Dade counties

area, 12 have put innovative ordinances on the books, but

at different stages in the diffusion process. Two were

innovators, two were early adopters, four were early

majority adopters, two were late majority adopters, and

two were laggards. Two cities on the periphery of the

innovators were the first to follow suit. Then four cities

located between the pioneers joined in. Were neighborhood
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effects valid, one would anticipate a reversal of this

diffusion pattern.

Adopting political sign ordinances (Figure 6-15) began

in Dade County (three innovators, two early adopters) and

spread northward to Broward and Palm Beach counties. It

approximates a pure neighborhood effect in that although

laggards show up in Broward County, there are nonadopters

in more distant Palm Beach County. The remainder of the

state demonstrates a pattern of spot adoption although one

might speculate on the movement of the innovation north

from Sarasota to St. Petersburg. (St. Petersburg, a lag-

gard in this case, also had the intracounty example,

Clearwater, from which to receive information.)

Restricting the parking of recreational vehicles

(Figure 6-16) has become more prevalent as the popularity

of recreational vehicles has increased. Pioneer adopters

are scattered across the state and, in two instances,

neighborhood patterns emerge. One, in the Gulf coast

region, is marred by the appearance of a laggard where an

early adopter should appear.

In Broward County, the innovator is buffered by early

adopters and an early majority adopter. Although a late

majority adopter too is present, it seems mere likely that

cue taking occurs from an intracounty pioneer adopter.

Instances of sporadic adoption of recreational vehicle

ordinances abound.
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Conclusion

From these data it is evident that hierarchical dif-

fusion is inapplicable as a model of dissemination of in-

novative policies. If a diffusion explanation is appropri-

ate, neighborhood diffusion appears to have greater

validity albeit in specific instances. The failure of

the data to approximate clear diffusion trends lends

increased credibility to the determinants approach.

It may be that the political nature of the innovations

renders them less amenable to diffusion explanations. The

adoption of new products and processes are bureaucratic

innovations--more akin to the technological innovations

which fit the S curve when plotted (Feller and Menzel,

1976). Despite the vast amount of information exchanges

and cue offerings, if an innovative solution is not "poli-

tically acceptable," it faces an arduous adoption experi-

ence. Political palatability is a variable that is seldom

mentioned in innovation research; however, it may prove to

be the key on which a successful model hinges. Chapter VII

explores just that possibility.

Notes

None of the policies for which incomplete data sets
existed were included. Specifically, this excluded the in-
novations about which city managers and mayors were asked.

2The designation "independent city" is commonly used
in the urban literature to refer to the locational attributes
of a municipality. Independent cities are those located
outside a standard metropolitan statistical area.



CHAPTER VII
ADOPTIVE POTENTIAL

At this juncture, one remaining aspect of the model

posited in Chapter II requires elucidation. The impact of

determinants has been explored and a role for diffusion has

been implied. Yet to be considered is the innovative policy

itself, that is, its attributes, its perception by the

adopter (nonadopter) , and its means of placement on the

city's agenda. Chapter VII, then, seeks to investigate

specific innovative policies in selected communities in an

attempt to expand understanding of this phenomenon. Again,

the model referent:

Perceived compatibility

Perceived political riks

Perceived relevance-

Amenity
--I^ Policy
-^ Innovation

Attributes

Innovation research is faulted for its failure to in-

vestigate the properties inherent in the innovation itself

(Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). The boosters of this approach

claim that an adopter's perception of the attributes of the

innovation aids in understanding the rate of adoption. It

173
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is the adopter's (nonadopter ' s) perception, rather than an

a priori classification by experts or change agents, that

is the key.

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) devise a set of attributes

that can be used to describe innovations. These charac-

teristics include: (1) relative advantage - the degree to

which the innovation is considered better than the policy

it replaces, (2) compatibility - the perceived amount of

consistency of the innovation with community values, ex-

periences, and needs, (3) complexity - the amount of diffi-

culty associated with understanding and using the innovation,

(4) trialability - the possibility of limited experimenta-

tion with the innovation, and (5) observability - the degree

of visibility accompanying innovation results. The bulk

of the research indicates that, with one exception,

existence of these characteristics is positively related

to the rate of innovation adoption. The exception is

complexity, an attribute suggested to be negatively

associated.

Additional characteristics of the innovation which, it

is claimed, affect the probability of adoption are: the

relevance of the innovation to solving a persistent problem

of great concern, the degree of reversibility inherent in

the innovation, the divisibility of the innovation so as to

allow incremental introduction into the system, and the

credibility of the innovation's propagators (National

Institute of Mental Health, 1971)

.
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In this research, compatibility and relevance receive

the greatest attention. Also included is a heretofore

unexamined attribute--perceived political risk.

An example of the attributes approach is a study which

sought to determine which characteristics explained the

variability in adoption rates for agricultural innovations

(Fliegel and Kivlin, 1966). It was found that innovations

perceived by adopters as most rewarding and least risky

experienced the most rapid adoption.

Prior to querying adopters as to their perceptions of

the attributes of the innovative policies, a scalogram

analysis was attempted. Of interest was whether the in-

novative policies could be scaled according to their adop-

tion experiences. Guttman scaling was the technique

selected for use.

The theoretical validity imperative for applying,

albeit cautiously, the Guttman technique to the data ex-

isted. It has been a given throughout this research that

an underlying dimensions called "innovation" linked these

policies. Using Guttman scaling offered an opportunity for

empirical justification of unidimensionality in innovation.

It has been suggested that those policies adopted by

the greatest number of cities are easier to adopt than the

policies that have minimal diffusion. As more cities adopt,

the amount of uncertainty surrounding the policy is dimin-

ished, it become easier to predict the consequences of

adoption. It requires less heroics to adopt.
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A place that adopts the "most difficult" policy (as

measured by the policy's lesser number of adoptions) will

also adopt the "easier" policies. Thus the criterion for

Guttman scaling is met. It suggests that innovation is not

a random phenomenon and that the relative amounts of risk

involved in adoption can be extrapolated from the magnitude

of diffusion.

The hypothesis for the test was that cities that

adopted the difficult policies would be adopters of easier

policies. The innovations would approach formation of a

continuum. For the hypothesis to be borne out, the matrix

produced by the data would confine errors to a tolerable

level

.

Arraying the data in a Guttman scalar format produced

an error level of 17 percent. The coefficient of repro-

ducibility was .83--thereby falling short of the conven-

tional acceptance level. This surplus of errors led to

rejection of the hypothesis that cities adopting the difficult

policies also adopt the easier ones. The notion of an

easy-difficult adoption continuum was rejected.

Eliminating the continuum left two distinct policy

groupings: innovations that have been adopted by many

cities and innovations that have been subject to relatively

few adoptions. Becker (1970b) has labeled this differentia-

tion as the "adoptive potential" of an innovative item.

Adoptive potential refers to the relative ease or diffi-

culty of diffusion. In his research, Becker utilized a
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panel of experts to designate health innovations as possess-

ing high adoptive potential (HAP) or low adoptive potential

(LAP) . He found that the diffusion patterns of HAP in-

novations and LAP innovations differed.

The preceding chapter focused on eight policy innova-

tions that, by virtue of their adoption rates, are widely

diffused. One might conclude, empirically rather than

a priori, that these policies have high adoptive potential.

The innovations that have experienced minimal diffusion

are said to possess low adoptive potential--they are mar-

ginal innovations (Becker, 1970b). Marginal innovations can

be identified by their divergence from the status quo, even

to the point of conflicting with consensual values. A

marginal innovation generates opposition from the major

interests operating in that policy arena. Quite clearly

then, the innovation with low adoptive potential represents

more of a risk for the adopter.

The work of Kirk and Willis (1978) in health policy

innovation builds upon the Becker adoptive potential ap-

proach. They found the predicted positive correlations

among traditional health policy adoptions but negative

correlations with a marginal innovation, Laetrile legaliza-

tion. Their data produced surprising linear diffusion

trends for the traditional health policies but an S-shaped

curve for Laetrile legalization.

In this study, the data themselves provide an empirical

classification of the policies into HAP and LAP groupings.
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A cutting point of one-fourth was established as an ac-

ceptable high/low differentiation tool. The easily adopted

innovations (HAP) are those that have been adopted by more

than one quarter of the cities. Policies with low adoptive

potential (LAP) are those that have experienced adoption

rates of less than one-fourth. This cutting point yields

equal (23 in each) subsets.

Of interest is a variation on Becker's (1970b) finding

that the earliest adopters of HAP innovations were opinion

leaders while pioneers in adopting LAP innovations were

marginal to their groups. The data necessary to replicate

Becker's findings are not accessible in this study; however,

a corollary will be tested. The hypothesis is that dif-

ferent diffusion patterns exist for HAP and LAP innovations.

To test this, the two subsets were isolated. In ac-

cordance with the hypothesis, it is anticipated that the

adoptability for the two subsets will differ, cities adopt-

ing heavily from the LAP pool will not possess a similar

standing for HAP policies. This seems a reasonable assump-

tion based on the failure of adoptions to Guttman scale.

For each city, an innovation incidence score was com-

puted for the two subsets. The sets of scores were tested

for the degree of association existing between them.

The comparability of HAP and LAP innovations is re-

flected in a Pearson correlation of .3633. This weak

positive correlation lends support to the hypothesis that

adoptability rates of LAP and HAP innovations varies among
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the cities in the sample. Table 7-1 shows which category

the cities rely upon to generate the bulk of their in-

novative activity.

By nature of the definition, the highly adopted

policies provide the major portion of the innovation score;

however, it is instructive to note the variability between

cities. Ocala, which has one of the lowest composite

innovation scores, is the city most reliant upon LAP poli-

cies for its innovation. Ocala appears almost as likely to

adopt an LAP innovation as an HAP innovation. Fort Myers

is a similar case--a laggard in terms of overall innova-

tiveness but dependent upon LAP policies for one-third of

its adoptions. (The mean for all cities is 20 percent in

the LAP category.)

Within the laggard quintile. Fort Pierce and Boynton

Beach represent an opposite, and more expected, trend.

They account for all of their innovative behavior with HAP

policies. One might anticipate that when cities which are

not innovative do adopt an innovation, they would select

one possessing cumulative experience, a policy for which

adoption represents nonrisk behavior.

Speculating on a reason for this diversity among the

laggards, it appears that Fort Myers and Ocala are more

isolated in a physical sense than are Fort Pierce and

especially Boynton Beach. It could be argued that they are

removed from interactive information networks. Perhaps
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Table 7-1. Relative Reliance on Adoptive Subsets

Percentage of Percentage of
adoptions of adoptions of

City policies with policies with
low adoptive high adoptive
potential potential

Boca Raton 14 86

Boynton Beach 100

Bradenton 12 88

Clearwater 10 90

Coral Gables 11 89

Daytona Beach 7 93

Delray Beach 7 93

Ft. Lauderdale 26 74

Ft. Myers 33 67

Ft. Pierce 100

Gainesville 36 64

Hallandale 14 86

Hialeah 36 64

Hollywood 24 76

Jacksonville 37 63

Key West 17 83

Lake VJorth 9 91

Lakeland 15 85

Largo 13 87

Melbourne 24 76

Miami 38 62

Miami Beach 41 59
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Table 7-1.—Continued

Percentage of Percentage of
adoptions of adoptions of

City policies with policies with
low adofjitivG high adoptive
potential potential

Miramar 30 70

North Miami 23 77

North Miami Beach 15 85

Ocala 43 57

Orlando 30 70

Panama City 11 89

Pensacola 31 69

Pinellas Park 100

Plantation 12 88

Pompano Beach 6 94

St. Petersburg 38 62

Sarasota 16 84

Tallahassee 25 75

Tampa 26 74

Titusville 31 69

West Palm Beach 12 88

Mean 20 80
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laggards prone to risk taking are unaware that experience

factors exist for the policies.

For cities in the innovative quintile, their relative

reliance on LAP innovations ranges from 10 percent in

Clearwater to 38 percent in Miami and St. Petersburg. As

reflected in their composite innovation incidence scores,

this group of cities is responsible for the bulk of the

innovative activity in Florida. Not only are they adopt-

ing the more difficult policies as well as the easier ones,

there is less variation in their reliance on the former.

The remainder of the chapter returns to the original

question of the perceptions of the attributes of the innova-

tions by key actors in the adoption process.

Communication

In Chapter VI, the discussion of diffusion patterns

was based on an underlying assumption of the existence of

communication networks among the cities. The mainstream of

innovation research has failed to pursue the validity of

this assumption. Community A adopts an innovation.

Community B follows suit, ergo communication must be taking

place between A and B. As Brown (1975:185) notes: "Tradi-

tionally the spatial diffusion of innovation has been ex-

plained in an information flow context. Hagerstrand posits

a hierarchy of networks of social communication through

which an innovation filters from a few innovators to the

general population."
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It is a contention of this study that the message ex-

change function of the communication network is a variable

phenomenon. That is, it can be identified as operative for

certain policies and among certain cities, nonoperative for

2
others. If a communication network exists , its importance to

the decision to adopt innovations is then the issue worthy

of pursuit.

In a previous chapter, quintiles were constructed re-

flecting these categories: innovators, early adopters,

early majority adopters, late majority adopters, and lag-

gards. Cities representative of each of the quintiles were

selected. Informants within the city manager ' s of f ice or

the mayor's office, depending on which governmental form

was applicable, were contacted. (These informants shared

a degree of continuity in office. All were on the job when

the selected innovations were adopted.)

The data sought from the informants fall into two

broad categories: (1) assessments of specific innovative

policies and (2) descriptions of the communications network

within which the city solves its problems. In the first

category, of interest was the manner in which the innova-

tion reached the city, its perceived compatibility, and

risk. For the second group, the focus was internal versus

external problem solving.

The data gathered in this exercise are intended to be

descriptive, perhaps tending toward suggested trends, as

opposed to predictive. In light of the earlier findings
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concerning reliance on LAP and HAP policies, it is hypothe-

sized that the perceptions of the informants as to the at-

tributes of innovations will differ for the two subsets.

It will be interesting to note whether this hypothesized

difference will be demonstrated in the manner in which the

policy became part of the city's agenda for change.

Findings

The results of this microscopic focus are presented

below by quintiles.

Innovators : It is clear that the most innovative

cities are aware of their standing. As the informant in

the innovator quintile stated, "The city thinks of itself

as an innovator . . . well, maybe not like some of the

California cities, but certainly among Florida cities. We

have initiated several programs . .
. " and she proceeded

to list them.

Generally, it was reported that the city solves its

problems internally, that is, the city manager's staff

generates creative solutions. The creation of deputy

manager positions and the subsequent staffing of them with

professionals from out of state was said to be a factor in

"within the system" innovative problem solving. The

willingness of management to adopt risky new solutions was

claimed to be part of the "professionalism ethos." The use

of consultants was mentioned as another source of innovation,
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The lead city rarely looks to other cities within the

state to provide innovation cues. Professional associations,

especially meetings, were lauded as information exchange

forums. It was argued that person-to-person idea exchange

was preferable to journal searches for innovative problem

solving

.

Three policies were subjected to additional scrutiny:

creation of an ombudsman position, establishment of a con-

sumer affairs office, and the adoption of neighborhood

preservation programs. The first two represent LAP innova-

tions, the third an HAP policy.

The ombudsman position was created as a result of

specialized community pressure. The city was undergoing a

period of unrest, both racial and economic. The manager

recommended the creation of the position and the commission

approved it. The move was interpreted as politically

astute. Eventually a division called "community affairs"

grew up around the position.

Creating a consumer affairs office was the outgrowth

of a city manager initiation, after it has proved to be a

successful operation in a small Florida city. The manager's

impetus was channeled through a citizen committee that, in

turn, spurred the city commission to act favorably upon it.

Both of these innovations were considered continua-

tions of a progressive community's orientation to its

citizenry. Neither was construed to be risk laden courses

of action.
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Commitment to neighborhood preservation was said to be

a commission priority. There is debate as to which neighbor-

hoods warrant preservation—basically a residential versus

commercial argument. The funds for these activities are

provided by the federal government, but it was argued by the

informant that the availability of federal dollars did not

provide the push for redevelopment and revitalization

.

The adoptive potential of the innovation appears to be

of little utility in the case of the innovator. The tradi-

tion of innovativeness renders most of the policies continua-

tions of policy orientations.

Early Adopters : Early adopters "maintain close rapport

with other cities," alleges the informant. "We do not see

ourselves as ultimate problem solvers." (Although it was

noted that the city serves as a spawning ground for city

managers in Florida.) There is active participation in

professional associations.

The city conducts informal surveys, within the area,

as to the way other cities are handling the same difficult

issues, "VJe tailor our ordinances to what other cities are

doing, especially their ordinances that have survived

court challenges."

Inventories of historically or architecturally sig-

nificant sites is a continuing issue in the city. Although

federal money paid for the inventory, it was a natural

follow up to previous city forays into preservation issues.

"The city commission had already taken a deep interest in
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the policy area, the the point of adopting a package of

related ordinances." This HAP innovation was low risk and

did not reflect a reorientation of emphasis.

Creation of an ombudsman position too had roots in

federal funding. A former city manager initiated the plan

after looking to one of the innovator cities that had pre-

viously adopted. The ombudsman role in the city has ex-

panded to include the promotion of coordination among city

departments

.

Sending out regular topical reports is part of a

comprehensive effort by city officials to transmit more

information to its citizens. This program was initiated

by the city commission and is frequently singled out as an

example of their conmiitment to citizen service.

In the early adopter case, the commission is active in

pursuing policies belonging to both adoptive potential sub-

sets. With the HAP innovation, the city reflects what most

of its counterparts are doing. For the policies that have

less diffusion, the city is serving as a leader. In keeping

with the logic of the subsets, the LAP innovations were

the policies that the informant labeled "major departures"

in city problem orientation.

Early Majority Adopters : A strong mayor form of gov-

ernment exists in the city representative of the early

majority adopter quintile. In fact, mayoral longevity in

office is credited by the informant as a boost to the city's

propensity to adopt innovation.



The city is resolutely inner-directed in terms of

problem solving. Despite the proximity of a highly innova-

tive city, the informant alleged that his city rarely looks

to its neighbor for innovative cues. The role of profes-

sional associations, such as the Florida League of Cities,

was discounted.

Federal funds provided the spark for the city's under-

taking a survey of historically or architecturally signifi-

cant sites. The application for these funds was claimed to

be part of a larger, citizen based interest in historical

preservation. The activity was seen as a continuation of

emphasis--a nonrisky endeavor.

The mayor was instrumental in initiating a regular

policy review mechanism within city government. It was

perceived as a sound "operations" strategy involving elected

officials, administrators, and legal counsel. Adoption of

the review marked a change in city procedures; however,

there was little perception of risk.

Citizen surveys were the result of council prodding.

Usage of them represented a new focus but it too was con-

sidered a safe course of action.

In looking at the adoptive potential of the policies

{as determined by their rates of adoption) , only the second

policy, the one credited to the mayor, is an LAP innovation.

One might speculate on whether the force of the strongest

political actor in the system is a requisite for LAP

innovation adoption.
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Late Majority Adopters : The city in this category too

claimed internal problem solving to be the mode. It was

argued that it was the role of the city council to be cog-

nizant of events taking place in other cities. Because the

city is experiencing rapid growth, the luxury of shopping

around for solutions to problems was rejected. The in-

formant in the city exuded confidence in the ability to

solve problems from within the system. (Further question-

ing led to mention of the usefulness of the county manage-

ment association in local problem solving and organizations

such as the Florida League of Cities for state concerns.)

The publication of annual reports to the citizens was

a project of the city manager's office. It was initiated

by a newly arrived deputy manager with a public relations

background. The council approved the expenditure even

though it was considered a major departure in the citizen

information transmission linkage. An amount of risk ac-

companied the decision. Because it was a significant change,

adverse criticism was anticipated; however, none developed.

The city considers itself the earliest adopter of this

program and has supplied copies of its annual report to

other cities for their possible adoption.

The adoption of regular ordinance review procedures

received its impetus from the public. Through citizen

questions regarding old and conflicting ordinances, es-

pecially zoning, at council meetings, the need for continu-

ing review was evident. Citizens compose part of the
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ordinance review committee. Adopting this policy was viewed

not only as a safe action, but a prudent one as well.

Neighborhood preservation programs were a direct off-

shoot of the availability of federal funds. This focus

was considered nev/ for the city but essentially a safe

pursuit due to the reliance on federal money.

Here too the LAP/HAP designation provides no clear

relationship with adopter perceptions of attributes. In

one instance an LAP innovation is perceived as risky, in

another it is safe.

Laggards : The informant in the city representing the

laggard quintile claimed that there is attention paid to

the policies and programs adopted by other cities. On major

issues the city contacts cities of comparable size within

the state to determine their resolution of the problem.

Interestingly, the city cited as an information source

was a place which possesses a high innovation score. It was

also stated that professional associations were very helpful

and their publications given careful reading.

One might speculate that this group of cities is aware

of its isolation from the mainstream of innovation and is

seeking to close the gap. Perhaps the impact of this

external search is still in an inchoate stage at this time.

Again, this is a council-manager city, so a possible answer

might lie in the relationship of the manager to the elected

officials. Perhaps his recommendations, based on surveys

of other cities, are rejected by official policy makers.
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This particular city may be on the verge of ascension

to another level of innovativeness. It was mentioned that

the city manager hopes to institute a formalized exchange

program with the innovator city, at least for service

provision ideas.

After investigatiiig hov\? other cities use the annual

report to citizens, the laggard city is preparing to adopt

the program. It is not considered risky; however, as is

evident from the city's low score for innovative amenities,

it is labeled a major departure.

The use of citizen surveys is contracted out and has

been an on-going program in the city. It represented a

change in citizen-government communication and was met with

conmiission reluctance initially. Its usage has received

favorable public reaction.

Decentralizing city government through creation of multi-

service centers was the result of community demands to the

city commission. They were part of nationwide attempts at

making local government more accessible to the public, at

least in a physical sense. In this city it was considered

a major departure but a legitimate response to citizen

pressure

.

Adoptive potential fails to differentiate between

adopters' perception of attributes, especially relative

advantage. It appears that in a city with little innovative

activity, adoption of either HAP or LAP policies represents

major policy shifts.
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Conclusion

One striking finding was the failure of adoptive poten-

tial designations (HAP/LAP) to reflect adopter's perceptions

of an individual policy's attributes. It was anticipated

that LAP innovations would be characterized as presenting

more risk to the potential adopter than would the HAP in-

novations. This was not borne out by the data.

Too, the route taken by the policy in achieving agenda

status is varied. Citizen demands, professional administra-

tor initiatives, and elected official directives all have

contributed to the movement of an innovation from the

invention stage to the adoption stage.

The blending of these patterns may obscure their indi-

vidual significance. Or perhaps it is a result of their

combined role that they attain significance. That is, the

way in which an innovation achieves agenda status may affect

the adopter's perception of its attributes. An innovation

originally judged "high risk" might be reevaluated as "safe"

if great public outcry demands its adoption. One nuance

provided by the data is that in mayor-council systems, the

mayor, in serving as the prime mover in innovation adop-

tion, can successfully push LAP innovations onto the agenda.

The search behavior of adopters fits no precise mold.

Communication networks exist but the volume of informational

exchange fluctuates. Clearly emulative behavior occurs

especially below the innovator level. (As intimated, it
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may be that Florida's innovators look to cities outside the

state for creative solutions.) A comment by the informant

in the early adopter quintile alluded to informal exchange

behavior "within the area." He was referring to a geo-

graphical area comprised of political subdivisions and marked

by high population density. Perhaps the cities which cannot

find comparable communities in close proximity become iso-

lated in the informational exchanges as well.

The question about whether the innovation adoption

represented a continuing policy orientation or a major

departure addresses one of the conceptual issues haunting

innovation research. The debate revolves around the time-

lessness of the propensity to innovate. That is, is a city

innovative across time periods or does it have cycles of

3innovation followed by retrenchment? Gray (1973a), al-

though she does not offer a cyclical explanation of innova-

tion, does argue that it is time specific. A city does not

maintain the same level of innovation throughout its history.

Savage (1978) found states to be relatively consistent over

time in speed of adoption scores.

The data from this study support Savage's contention

that innovativeness is a policy trait that can be generalized

across time. In the innovator quintile each of the policies

represented a continuing policy orientation. For the lag-

gards, each of the policies signalled a major departure in

city policy. The remaining quintiles occupied the ground

between these polar opposites. Thus these innovations of
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the early 1970s are being embraced by cities with his-

torically-based receptivity to innovation and by cities for

which these same policies are major departures. To the

overall innovators it is creative problem solving as usual;

for the laggards it is a policy reorientation. What is

being suggested is that if one were to select a list of

1940s vintage innovative policies, the innovator cities

of today would appear atop the earlier rankings.

Many of the informants pointed to the availability of

federal funds as providing the impetus for launching in-

novative activities. As the data showed, the perception of

risk is lessened when external dollars are bankrolling the

innovation. The federal government is functioning as a

propagator of innovation in these instances. This, no doubt,

increases the adoptive potential of the innovation. The

existence of a propagator alters the interplay of deter-

4mmants and communication upon the adoption decision.

A final aspect to be speculated upon is the role of

city managers in the policy innovation process. The tradi-

tional politics administration dichotomy has been discarded

as a delimiter of the manager's authority. Urban adminis-

tration literature is replete with normative debates on the

policy initiation function of the manager.

Saltzstein (1974) argues that the managerial role is

circumstantial, that is, a product of council attitudes and

previous council-manager relations. Therefore, he advises

the manager who hopes to have policy impact to calculate
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the council's perceived division of authority. Doing so will

allow the manager to concentrate on policy areas most amen-

able to his innovation attempts. Somewhat similar is the

argument that city councils, by jealously guarding their

policy making authority, effectively restrict the manager's

innovativeness to noncontroversial areas (Loveridge, 1971).

In this study it is evident that city managers are

responsible for initiating some policy innovations, despite

clinging formally to the dictates of neutral civil servant.

The informants were careful in phraseology, "the manager

recommended to the commission. ..." But the implications

are clear. Managers, working with the city's legislative

body, have emerged as policy leaders. Since the managers

are involved in information exchanges with other cities and

professional associations, this may prove to homogenize

policies across cities.

Notes

It may be that linking risk to the number of adoptions,
that is, the greater the number of adopters, the lesser the
uncertaintly , is not as applicable to political innovations
as it is to technological innovations.

2 Rather than promoting one model as universal, Eyestone
(1977) suggests that the applicability of the different
diffusion explanations is variable. Thus a communication
network may be important in some adoption decisions and
unimportant in others.

3 Schick (1971) discerns a cyclical trend in federal
policy orientation. The 1960s were times of program in-
novation while the 1970s reflect an evaluative ethos.
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4The groundbreaking work of Brown in "The Market and
Infrastructure Context of Adoption: A Spatial Perspective
on the Diffusion of Innovation" (1975) is germane. Diffu-
sion agencies, be they mononuclear or polynuclear, disrupt
the diffusion patterns normally produced by an innovation.



CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION: WHITHER INNOVATION?

Summary of Findings

Innovation is not an alien phenomenon in Florida cities,

That innovation can and does occur in Florida cities is ap-

parent from the data. That cities have embraced these in-

novations with varying degrees of fervor is equally evident.

In this section the findings of the previous chapters

are summarized into capsule form. The results pertain to

conceptual and methodological issues.

First, the common but often considered competing con-

ceptions of innovation--presence of adoption, time of adop-

tion, and frequency of adoption--produce highly correlated

scores for the cities. That is, despite the measurement

scheme utilized, a city's placement on an index amenity of

innovation is relatively constant. This finding has sig-

nificance beyond its narrov; data base. It suggests that

these operationalizations of the term "innovation" are not

responsible for the much decried instability in innovation

research.

Secondly, even within a delimited policy type such as

amenities, when policy clusters are designated, the innova-

tion scores for the majority of the cities fluctuate

197
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according to the policy cluster. For example, a city's

high score on environmental innovations is not likely to be

duplicated when the focus is civil rights policies. Leaders

and laggards, however, are more likely to retain their

positions than are cities whose scores fall between these

extremes. Thus at the upper (lower) bounds, it is accurate

to speak of a general tendency toward innovativeness

(noninnovativeness)

.

Specific variables from the community environment and

the political system can be identified as associated with

the propensity to innovate. But when the focus shifts from

composite amenity innovation to subsets within it, the

variables act in an unstable manner. Thus different packs

of variables are linked to the various policy clusters. The

key finding is one of mutability. The lesson to be learned

is that to transcend mere description and move toward pre-

diction of causal factors, one must severely restrict the

policy subset according to substance. The data suggest that

it is unjustifiable to identify variable x as a cause of

innovation. Preferably, one would identify variable x as

2
a cause of innovation in policy subset y.

City size is one variable that has significance for

innovativeness in general and for the bulk of the policy

clusters. Expenditures for several common municipal func-

tions, too, emerge as significant in several subsets. If

one were in need of a quick indicator of innovativeness,

one might look at city size (a positive relationship with
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innovation)
, police and fire expenditures (also positive)

,

or highway spending (a negative relationship with innovation).

These variables could function as initial cues but only if

accompanied by the preceding caveats about variability.

Fifth, the cluster composed of environmental policies

frequently represents as an exception to a trend developing

across the clusters. For example, for the tourism variable,

the correlations with the other clusters are negative, for

the environmental subset, there is a positive correlation.

The acceptability of environmental policies appears less a

matter of debate--environmental concerns have been legiti-

mized. Perhaps environmental policies are less representa-

tive of amenities and have moved closer to the need end of

the continuum.

When community environmental variables and political

system variables were separated, multiple correlation re-

sults showed the former as possessing more explanatory power

for innovation score variance than do the latter. Innova-

tions in civil rights policy constitute the exception to the

general finding. This research was designed to contain ample

indicators of the political system; thus it is unlikely that

the results were influenced by a common drawback plaguing

determinants research--the lack of adequate measures of the

political system.

When the innovative items were disaggregated into

individual policies, no pattern of differentiating variables

emerged for adopters and nonadopters. The effects of the
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variables appear to be somewhat innovation-specific, that

is, a unique packet of variables can be linked to an indi-

vidual policy. It is clear that the determinants approach

is but a partial explanation.

The notion that the S shaped curve explanation of in-

novation diffusion over time as universally applicable was

challenged by the data. The argument was that policy in-

novations, political in nature, are less likely to follow

the pattern of technological innovation. Neighborhood

diffusion appears to have greater validity than hierarchical

diffusion explanations for information exchange. It is

more a matter of contagion than leadership.

There is great variation among cities in the amount of

information exchange utilized in making adoption decisions.

Some cities report a reliance on internal problem solving,

others tend to exhibit external search behavior. Based on

the data collected from representative quintiles, cue tak-

ing does not vary with innovativeness

.

Finally, an adopter's perception of an innovation ap-

pears to be independent of that policy's adoptive potential

as measured by the extent of its adoption. The determina-

tions "easy to adopt" and "hard to adopt" are not made, by

potential adopters, on the basis of the number of cities

previously adopting the policy. These assessments appear

to be the result of perceptions of an innovative policy's

compatibility, relevance, and risk.
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This discussion of the findings demonstrates the ex-

treme variability surrounding innovation. To a certain

extent the data reported in the study have bared the

complexity inherent in innovation.

Is Innovation a Useful Concept?

The results of this study lead us back to the Downs

and Mohr (1975) question raised in Chapter I: is innovation

too complex to study? The data cannot justify outright

dismissal of the question. Innovation is nothing if not

complex. As the data demonstrate, it it not a nice neat

manageable bundle. Through this study several potential

explanations of innovation have been gutted. How simple it

would have been had a set of variables consistently cor-

related with innovation. Or to have isolated an empirical

indicator and predicted innovation scores from it. These

things did not occur; however, rather than throw up one's

hands and label the concept "too complex," it is advisable

to determine what can be salvaged.

Clearly, cities are adopting new policies--they are

innovating. But prerequisites, diffusion, and attributes,

the three components of the model posited in Chapter II,

have varying roles in explaining why cities are innovating.

One attempt at evading this conclusion has been the develop-

ment of innovation typologies (Chapter III) weighing dov/n

the concept. Rather than clear the air, they serve to

render innovation a "cafeteria" concept.
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The argument here is that "innovation" is worth the

trouble. Stripping away the excess clarifiers from the

concept, one is left with the basic definition: innovation

is the adoption of something new. But innovation, as a

concept, has to be tight enough so that not every change is

considered innovative. Downs (1976 :xv) addresses this

point: "The (innovative) label is normally applied only to

policies that represent significant, unprecedented, and

qualitative departures from past policies." Thus new

policies that are part of a city's orientation to certain

issues may fall wide of the innovative mark.

Downs and Mohr (1975) virtually embrace a push toward

a series of mini-models, each relevant for a specific in-

novative type and adoption circumstances. Rather than

proceed in that direction, an argument can be advanced for

the development of a comprehensive model of policy innova-

tion. Based on the data, the initial model posited in

Chapter II is revisited and revised.

The Revised Model

Simple explanations of innovation do not work. The

following scenario is illustrative of the problem.

A city is experiencing rapid growth, and, as a result,

land is being cleared for residential development. Concern

about the removal of trees prompts some residents to demand

action protective of trees. The council instructs its

staff to contact other cities to determine how they have
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resolved similar issues. Search and learning is taking

place. The staff briefs the council as to the range of

responses (innovative or otherwise) to the problem. The

council evaluates the alternatives in terms of their impact

on the prevailing policy climate. It selects the alterna-

tive most palatable, in terms of political cost, to the

majority of the council.

In this instance, demand rooted in community charac-

teristics (the kinds of variables that result in an environ-

mentally aware populace) functioned to force council

action--consideration of a solution. Council considera-

tion may result in adoption, modification, or rejection.

The council's operatives did not develop their own unique

response, rather they cast about for one which had an

experience factor tied to it.

Too, the degree of compatibility of the innovation with

the policy climate in the city v/as a factor contributing to

its acceptance or rejection. Thus an examination of the

attributes of the innovation occurred.

The model, therefore, takes on a sequential angle.

Nurtured in the community environment, a demand for action

is channeled through the political system. At the least,

there is recognition of the need to explore the issue.

Extracommunity information exchange may or may not take

place. In either case, an evaluation of the attributes of

the innovation occurs. These activities are sifted through

3the aggregate policy map prevailing in the city. No doubt
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the city maintains some level of political learning ca-

pacity. Current response to innovation is impacted by pre-

vious policy decisions. Different parts of the model are

operative for different innovations.

Bingham (1976a), in asking whether innovation adoption

could be stimulated, argued that although the community

environment is relatively nonmutable, other factors are

more flexible. In this model, information exchange acts as

an intervening, malleable variable.

Despite an abundance of positive information exchanges,

if the innovation is judged to contain little relative

advantage to the potential adopter, it will be discarded.

Even a highly advantageous innovation, if far afield of the

current policy map, representing a quantum leap for the

adopter, will be handled cautiously.

One aspect of the model is certain--policy innovation

will not occur sans positive council action. It is doubtful

too that diffusion is a prime motivator devoid of demand.

Demand is based on the interplay of environmental factors

and as such is a necessary and sufficient precursor of

innovation.

A revised model, taking into account the aforemen-

tioned factors, might resemble the illustration in Figure

8-1. The utility of the model lies in its inherent

flexibility. The stages in the process incur varied

emphases depending on what type of innovation is being

considered. The arrowed notations "no innovation" refer
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to points at which the demand for innovation can be derailed.

At these points council response, assuming issue avoidance

is politically untenable, may be mere symbolism. Appoint-

ment of the ever popular blue ribbon panel represents one

solution. Additional courses of action are adoption of a

noninnovative ordinance or public rejection of the

innovation.

The screen through which all innovations are strained

is the aggregate policy map operative in the city. Its

inclusion in the model is the result of a troubling ques-

tion raised by the data--one that deals with the impact of

the policy on the adopting city.

Does the innovative policy represent a continuing focus

of the city or is it a major departure in orientation? For

example, city 1, an innovator with a long history of ex-

perimentation, adopts innovation A; city 2, a laggard with

a tradition for risk avoidance, adopts the same innovation.

Does adoption mean the same thing, require the same commit-

ment in both instances? Is city 2, by overcoming its pro-

clivity for regressive behavior, actually more innovative,

in this case, than is city 1? The same innovation rep-

resents routine decision making to city 1, a radical course

of action for city 2. To city 1, adoption is merely an

4incremental step; to city 2, it is a nonincremental action.

Robertson's (1971) categorization, based on an innova-

tion's effect on established behavior patterns, seems

applicable. An innovation is continuous (little disruption).
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dynamically continuous (moderate impact) , or discontinuous

(establishes new behavior patterns). In this case, the

taxonomic basis is the impact of the innovation on the

prevailing policy map in the city. A "continuous innova-

tion" may be more correctly labeled "incremental."

The refined general model survives as the most complete.

Its acceptance requires an understanding that certain in-

novations will utilize the components in varying combina-

tions and to different degrees.

Other Research Agendas

A typical conclusion to a piece of research contains

the obligatory call for further research. This plea has

special validity in studying innovation. A glance back to

the literature matrix presented in Chapter I indicates that

the multiple-policy-municipal level cell is devoid of other

research. Clearly additional work is warranted.

Replication of this work with cities in other states

would provide evidence as to whether the Florida case is

unique. It might be interesting to juxtapose states ex-

periencing accelerated growth with those undergoing a period

of decline. One might expect the demands for innovativeness

to be of similar ferocity but in a different direction.

One potentially productive research agenda would in-

volve the use of indicators of city commission politics.

Granted these are most likely unavailable without the use

of survey research and, even then, elusive. But informed
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opinion lends itself to the notion that this is a fertile

ground for understanding the propensity to innovate. For

example, how would one explain the disparate innovation

scores of two cities of similar size both impacted by the

presence of state universities. Knowledge of the politics

of both cities clearly points up the difference. In the

innovative city the university faculty is immersed in local

politics; in the noninnovative city, the university faculty

is only peripherally involved.

Perhaps even more elusive but worthy of undertaking is

a measure of the "risk-taking" proclivities of local policy

makers. Application of psychological tests of risk-taking

would be of great utility. (The assumption, based on Downs'

(1976) finding that executive ideology is a key variable,

is that risk takers are more prone to innovate.) Quanti-

fiable measures of "politics" and "risk" could serve to

resurrect the determinants approach.

As noted previously, one limitation imposed on studies

of governmental policy innovation is the lack of data on

subsequent implementation of the innovation. This research

is no dif ferent--implementation has not been pursued. Two

cities may have identical political sign ordiances regulat-

ing sign placement within zoned districts, the length of

time signs are allowed to be displayed, and so forth; but

city A enforces the provisions vigorously while city B

selectively ignores them. City A is representative of

"authentic" adoption, B superficial adoption (Downs, 1976).
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Both city A and city B are considered innovative, that is,

they have adopted the policy in question. However, the

innovation is having an impact in city A while it enjoys

mere tokenism in city B.

Thus an expanded design might attempt to tie adoption

decisions to implementation as a measure of commitment to

innovativeness . Expenditures offer potential resolution

when the innovation in question can be related to a program

function. Frequently, however, budget documents are clouded

by obfuscation. A means of gauging commitment to planning/

zoning innovations might be an examination of the number of

variances granted.

The role of propagators in the innovation process is

worthy of exploration. This research was designed to ex-

tract that kind of information for adoption of the local

government comprehensive plan--an innovation sponsored by

the state. The state law mandates that cities adopt com-

prehensive plans by a date certain. Despite the approaching

deadline, the number of cities adopting the plan was too

few to allow generalization. It seems that many city of-

ficials anticipate an extension of the deadline. The

comprehensive plan represents a radical reorientation for

several of the cities in which planning is still suspect.

As was noted in Chapter VII adoption of innovations

related to community development was stimulated by the

availability of federal money. Adopters of these externally

stimulated innovations can retain the designation innovative
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because they have taken a new step. However, in a future

design it might be worthwhile to separate these from in-

novative policies that were independently conceived. The

Agnew et al. (1978) research presages the emergence of dif-

ferent adoption patterns for external versus internal

initiations

.

The decision to disinnovate may in itself be an innova-

tive action. One of the presumptions of this research is

that once an innovative policy has diffused throughout the

population, it has become status quo. Thus for a city that

had previously adopted to rescind, its action could be con-

strued as innovative.

This is a fascinating thought leading to speculation

about the actual innovation inherent in policy termination,

an action frequently resisted due to its regressive over-

tones. When is termination innovative? The juxtaposition

of what are generally considered opposition forces is

intriguing

.

Speculation

This study began with an allusion to a link between

innovation and political survival. It was suggested that

cities had to be innovative in order to survive as viable

political entities. VJhile not providing clear evidence as

to the validity of this claim, the study did offer some in-

sights. Cities at both ends of the innovative score list-

ing have been subject to consolidation efforts, generally
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interpreted by the cities as threats. (Consolidation itself

is often considered a structural innovation.) Perhaps

cities which are undertaking creative problem solving meet

more success in warding off consolidation attempts.

Another area ripe for speculation is a facet of the

definitional dilemma raised in Chapter I--the positive

connotation of innovation. It is troubling that the 46

policy listing contains, for the most part, items that

could be accurately described as liberal-progressive. Their

spotty adoption pattern seems to imply that the prevailing

policy map in Florida cities is conservative. Most com-

mentators would find such an assessment accurate (Bradley,

1977) . But it seems that if to be innovative is to be good,

sampling the public as to the quality of life in an innova-

tive place versus a laggard would be justifiable.

It almost becomes a question of innovative for whom and

for what purposes. Cities are given awards for being "in-

novative," for having a vast array of citizen participation

mechanisms for example. But what does that mean in terms

of quality of life? Is that city a better place to live

than the nonaward winning locale?

It seems as if "innovation" is nearing a breaking

point. Innovation must become value neutral or recognized

for the liberal progressive bias in which it is couched.

Technological innovations face less difficulty—they can be

measured by some relatively objective criterion such as

efficiency. But policy innovation is value laden and re-

quires recognition as such.
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For example, an innovative policy of the current

decade is the Equal Rights Amendment to the United States

Constitution, The dates on which the various state legis-

latures acted favorably on the amendment would be a measure

of innovativeness . The federal government serves as a cen-

tral propagator of the innovation. The interesting question

is whether the states which have recently taken action to

rescind their approval of the amendment are acting in an

innovative manner.

This raises another issue--deinnovation or repeal of

an innovation. Once the innovation has diffused through a

certain proportion of the population and has become some-

what status quo, the logical corollary is to consider

deinnovation innovative.

To return to the issue of value laden innovation, the

question remains: is a new but reprehensible policy an

innovation? Relying on intuitively compiled lists of in-

novations generally precludes the inclusion of these kinds

of policies. In this research, reliance on authority--the

panel of experts--no doubt has had a similar effect. It is

essential to be aware of this liberal-progressive bias.

Still, in keeping with the definition, were a city to

adopt a creative new ordinance that solved the highway

congestion problem by summarily executing traffic offenders,

it would be acting innovatively. Innovation seems to narrow

the value free definition to a set of boundaries within

which "acceptable" innovation occurs.
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Notes

One problem contributing to the instability is that
"amenities" is too broad a category to provide the kinds of
limits necessary for a homogeneous policy set.

2Some of the variability may be accounted for by the
compressed time period used in this research. Perhaps only
a segment of a developing trend is discernible here, where-
as if one were to look at a 40-50 year span, the trend
would unfold.

3The policy map device was popularized by Eulau and
Eyestone (1968) v;hen they sought to determine why cities
facing like challenges from the environment responded in
varying manners. The policy map refers to the perspective
from which the municipal policy maker approaches the issues,

The Schulman (1975) article on nonincremental policy
making is germane.

Studies of technological innovation are less plagued
by this problem. If a city purchases a new theft detection
device for its library, sunk costs dictate its subsequent
usage. Symbolic adoption seldom occurs. Partial use
might be a more accurate description of less than total
commitment to a product or process.



APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATIVE POLICIES

Journal searches revealed that cities are resorting to

codes of ethics in an attempt to ward off public official's

chicanery. It appears to be part of an effort toward re-

building public confidence in government. For example, the

state has recently adopted financial disclosure laws cover-

ing government officials. Government entitites at all

levels have been rocked by scandal and deceit, thus some

cities have begun to spell out what is expected of officials

and employees. In the dissertation research, the key was a

comprehensive code of ethics. Elements included in a com-

prehensive ordinance are standards of conduct, conflict of

interest guidelines, and prohibitions on gifts.

Another innovation involving city officials is the

limitation on the number of consecutive terms a council

member may serve . This too is part of a broader effort to

combat entrenchment among policy makers--to promote revitali-

zation of the council. (Similarly, a recent congressional

candidate called for a constitutional amendment limiting

the number of years a congressman could serve.)

Due to the increasing use of information storage and

retrieval systems, government entities are considering

public records management policies . These involve procedures

214
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for saving, storing, accessing, and disposing of public

records. Adopting a public records retention ordinance

frequently is merely formalization of informal practices.

Fiscal stability of cities has developed into a major

issue and cities are acting to improve their financial stand-

ing. One means is to require city employees to reside within

the corporate limits of the municipality . Courts have upheld

challenges to these ordinances as within a city's authority.

In this research merely requiring appointees to city boards

to be city residents was not sufficient, the ordinance had

to be a blanket provision for all city employees, or one

including a specific set of management level employees.

As part of a larger civil rights movement, cities have

adopted ordinances prohibiting discrimination in publ ic

accommodations, employment, housing, and extension of credit .

The typical categories include race, color, religion, na-

tional origin; however, some cities have gone so far as to

add age, sexual preference, and physical handicap. Most

cities have a noninnovative provision outlawing discrimina-

tion in public accommodations, on the basis of race, color,

creed, or national origin. Such an ordinance is an embodi-

ment of the status quo and is not innovative. When the

discriminatory categories and protected individuals are

enlarged, then the ordinance becomes innovative.

The riots across the nation in the late 1960s provided

the impetus for the creation of community relations councils,

human rela t ions commissions and the like. Although they
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originally dealt with racial issues, some have been expanded

to include women's issues as well. The presence of such a

commission is considered innovative.

Concern for community appearance has led some cities

to adopt street graphics ordinances which regulate the size,

location, and design of signs. All of these elements, plus

a permit mechanism and procedures for handling nonconforming

signs, are necessary for the regulations to be classified

as innovative.

Not only community appearance but concern for the en-

vironment have been factors leading to enactment of tree

protection ordinances . An innovative ordinance is one which

regulates the removal and replacement of certain types and

size trees on private as well as public property.

Increasing awareness of noise pollution has fostered

a spate of noise abatement provisions. Most cities have

long had noise control laws within a general "miscellaneous

offenses" category, but they basically read "no loud

whistling or singing after 10 P.M." An innovative ordinance,

on the other hand, includes provisions for noise levels and

decibel measurements.

As part of a move to enlarge citizen involvement in

policy making beyond electoral mechanisms, cities have been

turning to citizen advisory boards . Some boards have the

authority to investigate issues at their own discretion,

others explore issues at the direction of the city council.

Making recommendations to city officials is a characteristic

of these boards.
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There has been extensive national debate concerning

restrictions on the availability of handguns. Some cities

have responded by adopting handgun control s, such as waiting

periods before possession after the sale.

Cigarette smoking has been subject to typical prohibi-

tions in theaters, elevators and so on. Although very few

cities have outlawed cigarette smoking in all public places,

several have prohibited smoking in city council chambers ,

public meeting, and government offices . These restrictions

are considered innovative.

Many cities have addressed community appearance issues

by adopting beautif ication and landscaping ordinances . Other

cities have created community appearance boards to resolve

these concerns. Both are innovative actions.

Another community appearance innovation regulates the

accumulation of "junk," e.g., inoperable vehicles and dis-

carded appliances. Some cities have adopted the state's

model ordinance, others have devised their own regulation.

Restoration of older or misused property, usually

buildings, is gaining in popularity. Some cities offer in-

centives to those who tackle restoration projects.

Some cities have adopted their own consumer protection

ordinances regarding deceptive and fraudulent practices,

credit abuse, and health and safety. These ordinances are

in addition to procedures set up by other governmental

levels.
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The onset of the energy crisis offered cities an op-

portunity to demonstrate their stake in energy conservation.

Innovative reactions could vary from creation of an energy

unit within city government to dissemination of energy con-

servation tips to city sponsored energy workshops.

With the amount of property changing hands in Florida

one might anticipate the passage of a " truth in real estate

sales " ordinance similar to those adopted in California

cities. It provides a "buyer information package" to pro-

tect the unwary buyer from purchasing property without

knowledge of its authorized use, occupancy, zoning classifi-

cation, and so on.

In an attempt to control the proliferation of campaign

materials, the postcampaign clutter, some cities have insti-

tuted political sign ordinances . In the main, these ordi-

nances set up a permit mechanism, limit the number of elec-

tion signs, restrict their location, and establish a time

limit for removal.

Cities, with the encouragement of the federal govern-

ment, have adopted ordinances establishing procedures for

historical preservation . These ordinances may call for

creation of an historic site board, the designation of

historic landmarks, or a cultural heritage committee.

Government involvement in the cultural climate of the

city is the focus of the innovative policy creating cultural

arts commissions . In some cases, these boards have specific

duties for art festivals, springtime parades, musical
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happenings; in other cases they function in a general

advisory role.

The recent and spreading popularity of garage or yard

sales has resulted in attempts at regulation. Some cities

have adopted ordinances requiring permits, setting time

limits on the duration of the sales, regulating the adver-

tisement of them, and limiting the number of sales one

household may conduct.

Recreational vehicles have been the focus of recent

ordinances. Some cities have restricted the parking and

storing of recreational vehicles, boats, trailers, and

campers in residential areas. In most cases, households are

limited to one recreational item to be parked in a side or

back yard.

Attempts at controlling specific forms of adult enter-

tainment have resulted in enactment of massage parlor

ordinances . They aim at making it more difficult for these

establishments to flourish. Most ordinances take the form

of licenses requiring the employment of certified masseurs.

Cities have been faced with declining downtowns and

have sought to address downtown revitalization by establish-

ing a downtown development commission . These generally

require action by the state legislature (special act) at

the request of the local government.

The next nine policies deal with growth and development

in cities— a theme that recurred throughout discussions

with the panel of experts. These policies will be treated

as a unit in this review.
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Open space requirements are being utilized in cities'

multifamily residence codes. Some cities have sought to

control growth through dwelling unit limits and population

caps and staged growth mechanisms (tying residential de-

velopment to the availability of services and facilities)

.

In subdivision codes, an innovative ordinance sets aside a

certain percentage of dwelling un its for low and moderate

income housing . Limiting the height of commerci al and

residential buildings has diffused to such an extent that

it may have lost its fragility. Some cities mandate land -

scaping of commercial and industrial facilities , for example,

requiring paved areas such as parking lots to reserve a

specific percentage of the area for trees.

Urban homesteading encouraged by the federal government

offers property at low rates to qualified citizens who agree

to rehabilitate it, bring it up to code standards, and

reside in it.

Many cities have addressed the issue of unrelated

adults inhabiting homes in areas zoned for single-family

residences . (The action has been to allow it in the form

of an adult living accommodation ordinance or to limit it

through zoning restrictions.)

Recent attempts to control adult entertainment estab-

lishments have led to ordinances regulating the location and

the exterior appearance of them.

The remaining innovations do not necessarily take the

form of ordinances. City managers and chief administrative
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officers to mayors provided the responses to queries about

these items. Some cities have: conducted inventories of

historic or architecturally significant sites , created a

consumer affairs office, distributed regular (annual ,

semiannual) published reports to citizens explaining city

policies and programs , set up neighborhood preservation

programs , conducted a periodic evaluative review of ordi -

nances, policies, and programs (sunset) , created an ombudsman

position (a "community services aide"), utilized impact fees

(such as maintenance service fees, capital facilities

charges), entered into cooperative agreements with other

governmental entities in safeguarding the natural resources

of the city, utilized citizen surveys to measure satisfac -

tion v/ith city services or to involve citizens in future

policies, adopted an administrative procedures act establish-

ing uniformity in rule adoption, pursued decentralization

via neighborhood advisory groups, multiservice centers,

mobile city halls, adopted the local government comprehen -

sive plan (as mandated by the state).



APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE TO MANAGERS AND CAOs

Please respond in the spaces provided below. Feel free to

add any comments you consider relevant...

Has

1. Conducted an inventory of historic and/or architec-
turally significant sites? If so, when?

Explanatory comments:

Created a consumer affairs office? If so, how
long have you had one
Explanatory coiimicnts: ___^

Sent out regular reports to citizens explaining city
policies and programs? If so, when was this
started, how often is it done, and how were the reports
distributed?

Explanatory comments:

4. Set up neighborhood preservation programs involving
restoration and rehabilitation? If so, when
did these programs originate?
Explanatory comments

:

5. Conducted a periodic review of ordinances, policies, and
programs (an evaluation of sorts, often known as a

"sunset" provision)? __^
Explanatory comments:

Created an ombudsman (often called a commiunity services
aide, a complaint handling service)? If so,

how long have you had one?
Explanatory comments:
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7. Utilized impact fees (often called maintenance service
fees or capital facilities charges)? If so,
how long have you been using them?
Explanatory coinments:

Entered into cooperative agreements with government en-
tities such as Soil and Water Conservation Districts or
the Division of Forestry designed to safeguard the
natural resources of the city? If so, when?

Explanatory comments

9. Utilized citizen surveys to measure satisfaction with
city services or to involve citizens in future policies?

If so, for which purpose, how long have
you been using them, and how many have been conducted?

Explanatory comments:

10. Adopted a "little administrative procedures act," whereby
city agencies have certain uniform procedures to follow
when adopting rules? If so, when was this
initiated?
Explanatory comments:

11. Pursued decentralization via:
(1) neighborhood advisory groups
(2) multi-service centers at various locations in the city
(3) a type of "mobile city hall" (For example, visits to

shopping centers, parks, and the like to answer
citizen inquiries, dispense public information, etc.)

If so, which methods were used and how long have they
been in operation?

Explanatory comments;

The final two questions relate to mandates of the Florida
Legislature

.

1. Has your city adopted its comprehensive plan as mandated
by the Local Government Comprehensive Planning Act?

If so, when?
If not, at what stage are you in the process?

Explanatory comments:
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2. Have you adopted a solid waste disposal/resource recovery
program as mandated by the Florida Resource Recovery and
Management Act of 19 74?
If so, when
Explanatory comments:

Please list other items you consider noteworthy that are not
included in the preceding questions.



APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE TO ZONING OFFICIALS

Please respond in the spaces provided below. Feel free to
add any comments you consider relevant...

Does zoning code:

1. Mandate usable open space (in subdivisions, apartment
and condominium complexes, mobile home parks)?
No Yes (If yes, the date of adoption

)

Additional comments:

2. Regulate growth through dwelling unit limits or population
caps?
No Yes If yes, the date of adoption

)

Additional comments:

3. Utilize staged growth mechanisms, that is, grant special
permits for residential development tied to availability
of minimum services and public facilities?
No Yes If yes, the date of adoption

)

Additional comments:

4. Set aside a certain percentage of dwelling units in new
subdivisions for low and moderate income housing?
No _____ Yes If yes, the date of adoption

)

Additional comments:

5. Set height limitations on buildings?
No Yes (If yes, the date of adoption
Additional comments:

Require landscaping for developed parcels and properties,
serving commercial, industrial, and other facilities?
For example, paved areas such as parking lots required
to have a certain percentage of the area reserved for
trees.
No Yes (If yes, the date of adoption
Additonal comments:
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Provide for urban homesteading, that is, offering property
at a cut rate to qualified citizens who agree to rehabili-
tate it, bring it up to code standards, and reside in it?
No ____ Yes (If yes, the date of adoption

)

Additional comments:

8. Address the issue of unrelated adults inhabiting a home
in an area zoned for single family residences? (either
to allow it in the form of an adult living accommodation
ordinance or to prohibit it)
No Yes (If yes, the date of adoption
Additional comments:

Regulate the location and/or outside appearance of adult
entertainment establishments?
No Yes (If yes, the date of adoption

)

Additional comments:



APPENDIX D
ADOPTIVE POTENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE

In the first category, three questions were asked concern-
ing each policy:

(1) How did (policy) reach your city?

(2) Is it (policy) a continuation of a past
orientation or does it represent a major
departure?

(3) Would you label this policy adoption a
safe or risky course of action.

The questions in the second category were:

(1) Do solutions to problems generally emerge
internally (that is, within the city
government system)

?

(2) Do you look to other cities for potential
answers when faced with problem solving?

(3) Are professional associations, journals of
any use in problem solving?
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